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secures loan from Student Union
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The Arbiter serves up a great
"cup of joe" from Mesa Roca.
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Get a recap of-Boise State's'
upset bid at Cal, plus an
Introduction to the football
team's newest quarterback
prospect.

WIGLEY

News writer
Last week the Boise State Student
Union Board of Governors met for
the first time this year. During that
meeting a $10,000 loan that was
disbursed to the Volunteer Services
Board from SUBOG was discussed.
The Student Union Board of
Governors is a group that provides financial oversight to the
Volunteer Services Board, the
Student Programs Board and .the
Department of the Student Union
and Activities. .
According to financial records
from that meeting, the Volunteer
Services Board ended the year in
the red after it was billed for advertising expenses through Boise
State's financial accounting software, "People Soft" at the end
of May.
Initially VSB's budget was sufficient, however the unexpected ad-

vertlsing costs billed by the Office
of Institutional Technology caused
the organization to use its contingencyfund,
"Thousands of'dollars worth of
printing and graphics bills from the
Office of Information Technology
were not entered into 'People Soft'
until late May," Executive Director
for Student Union and Student
Activities Leah Barrett said. Barrett
is also a member ofSUBOG.
Volunteer Services Board is a
program that has a dedicated student fees, unlike the more than 205
ASBSU-recognized student organizations that are eligible to apply for
student fee dollars allocated from
ASBSU's Financial Advisory Board.
Since VSB falls ina category of campus boards, it is under different financial regulations.,
The SUBOG charter that regulates the programs states, "A contingency fund should maintain aminimum balance of 10 percent of

the previous year's actual student
fee allocation."
The contingency fund is implemented to provide additional funds
for financial emergencies similar to
the unplanned advertising bills.
Maria
Rollins,
director of the Volunteer Services
Board,
was
unavailable
for comment so it is unknown at
this point if the contingency fund
was sufficient prior to paying for the
advertising bills, or if it was forced
to use the entire $10,000 loan.
According to Barrett, the Student
Union and Activities loaned VSB
$10,000 to ensure that the program finished the year in the black
and debt free. The actual numbers
weren't disclosed. In 1994 the charter was revised to include oversight
of Student Programs Board and
again in 2002 to include Volunteer
Services Board.
The SUBOG charter further
states, "Upon approval of the

Executive Board and SUBOG, the
contingency fund may fall below
the minimum balance."
Since the revision, Associate
Director of Student Activities Rob
Meyer said, "There has not been a
time when either SPB or VSB have
used their contingency fund without prior approval from SUBOG."
It is unknown at this point ifVSB
obtained the proper approval for
falling below the minimum balance or for using the contingency
fund because Rollins was unavailable for comment.
According to Barrett, VSBis a student-led organization and when a
situation like this occurs it is its responsibility to revise the budget and
repay the loan as quickly as possible
while ensuring that it continues to
provide programs to the students of
Boise State and hold true to the missions of the organizations.
At the meeting, Rollins presented
a revised budget, which included

ASBSU' welcomes
Sawmiller home
BY BARRY FRANKLIN
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Online Editor Harsh Mantri asks
If you're ready for Microsoft's
new operating system,
Windows Vista.
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Check out the
podcast, "The
Culture Editor
and Assistant
Katrina Savitz.

paying back the Student Union and
Activities loan and bring the contingency balance above 10 percent
by the end of2007 while providing a
full calendar of volunteer opportunities for students of Boise State.
"To avoid this situation in the
future, VSB has created a system
to internally track all expenses
incurred from OIT instead of
relying on the financial
reports
generated
through
'PeopleSoft',"
Business
Manager of AUXiliary Services and
Student Involvement Al Robinson
said.
The Student Union Board of
Governors also created a sub-committee during the meeting. This
committee will review the financial
training programs of VSB and SPB
and provide recommendations
for
improvement.
This sub-committee will be led by Britton Holdaway,
a long-time
student
member
ofSUBOG.
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Get Informed In the 2006
election by listening to local
candidate interviews. New
candidate interviews Include
Jerry Brady (D) for Governor
and BlII Sail (R) for Congress.

WEATHER

FRIDAY
High: 81F / Low 50F
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SATURDAY
High: 81F / Low 52F

SUNDAY
High: 76F / Low 48F

ON CAMPUS
FRIDAY:
An Evening with Gerda
Weissman Klein. Morrison
Ce.nter. 7 to 9 p.m. Klein
-. Holocaust survivor, author
and Internationally praised
human rights educator - will
give a special presentation.
A documentary
about Kilen's
experiences,
~One Survivor
Remem'bers," won the Academy
Award for Best Documentary
Short Subject and will
be shown as part of her
presentation.
. SATURDAY:
Armchalr'Footbali.
Student
UrtlonBraval Stage. 12:30 p..m,
Watch'theBroncos
play Utah
ana blgsi::reen wnlle ertjoyh1g
frE!e food and prlZlis.

Boise State University is not the
only organization to haverecord
numbers in attendance recently;
in a much different setting, Idaho's
prison system has seen a 26 percent increase the past five years.
This overcrowding of the criminal
justice organization has created
financial strains throughout the
state budget, and this issue is not
even close to being solved.

"
Funding for the college an!! universities
has steadily increased over the past couple
of years, albeit at a slower rate than other
segments of the state budget. However, as a
percentage of the overall state budget,
funding for the college and universities
has decreased over the past 22 years.
"
- Matt Freeman,
Idaho's Principal Budget
and Policy Analyst

The costs ofincarceration
Prisons across the country are
full. Estimates created by the U.S.
Department of Justice in 2003 assessed that, based on the use of.
state and federal prisons, 5.6 million adults in the United States have
spent time in prison. This equates
to one out of every 37 adults in
the United States. Following this
trend, it is also estimated that one
out of every IS Americans born in
current times will experience prison sometime in their life.
With approximately 37 new inmates each month, Idaho prisoners are being placed in out-of-state
prisons, costing more and more
money. Former Director of the
Idaho Department of Correction
Thomas Beauclair tried to make
a dent in the. number of criminals
out of state by triple-bunking prisoners in order to make more space
available. However, last September,
a federal judge ruled that conditions were "dehumanizing," while
at the same time acknowledging
that inadequate funds were being
provided to this department.
In another effort to deal with
the crowded population, tents and
cots have been used on multiple
occasions.
"These added beds are inexpensive, approximately $13 per day
as compared to $42 per day for
county jail beds, but they are not a
long-term solution," Beauclair said
in an article he wrote last year for

Idaho Issues Online.
Beauclair resigned in July of
this year, opening the door to former Ada County Sheriff Vaughn
Killeen. He plans to work closely
with lawmakers in asking for additional funds while showing that he
can produce long-term results.
"Instead
of
warehousing
them and punishing them, what
can we do to turn these people
around?" Killeen said in an interview with the "Idaho Statesman."
"Improving programs, that's additional funding that's needed ...
but maybe down the road we won't
have to build another 500-bed institution.'
According to the 2006 Idaho
Legislative Fiscal Report,. over
the past 20 years the percentage
'of the total funds for Idaho have
increased
from 2.5 percent to
7.6 percent.

Effect on education

funding

In contrast; higher education in
Idaho has seen a somewhat different trend. In the same amount of
time; the percentage of the total
budget designated to college and
universities has dropped from 15
percent to lOA percent.
This decrease comes over a period of time that has seen record
enrollment for BSU.
"In short, funding for the college and universities has steadily

increased over the past couple of
years, albeit at a slower rate than
other segments of the state budget," Idaho's Principal Budget and
Policy Analyst Matt Freeman said.
"However, as a percentage of the
overall state budget, funding for
the college and universities has
decreased over the past 22 years."
Perhaps in future years Idaho
will see a change in trends and
education will receive 'a larger
portion of the available funds.
However, this will only happen if
reform occurs in the criminal justice system. Killeen understands
the challenge he is facing, and
seems optimistic.
"There will be a new governor
in January, and I believe I will be
able to work with him," Killeen
said in an interview with the
"Idaho Statesman." "I would like
to think thatsome folks consider me a dynamic leader that can
look at things and troubleshoot
things and not just maintain the
status quo."
This is part one of a three-part series
of stories looking into issues prevalent
in Idaho. The ideas for the stories and
a large port/on of the information are
from Idaho Issues Online (idaho issues.
com), a publication edited by the Center
for Idaho History and Politics at Boise
State University and sponsored by the
College of Social Sciences and Public
Affairs.

Jonathan Sawmiller sat in with Associated
Students of Boise State University Senators
Tuesday in the Student Union Building Forum.
Greg Wilson, along with five other senators did
not attend the meeting.Sawmiller did not find out about being removed
from senate until he was two hours away from
home on a return trip from Iraq when a friend
called and informed him.
"I think it's kind of jacked up. I think what happened basically is that you just have a bureaucracy
here that I got caught in the wheels of. This. is a situation they've never had to deal with." Sawmiller
said.
To his knowledge, Sawmiller was removed
from ASBSU senate because he did not meet the
required credit minimum. SawmiIler found out
he would have to stay in Iraq longerthan expected
and dropped from nine credits to three.
According to Sawmiller, he was not removed by
anyone person or group but by someone in human resources working for BSU, "ASBSUas a student organization did nothing to remove me," he
said.
Sawmiller still wishes to be a senator and the
next step for him is to take his case to the ASBSU
judiciary. There, the judiciary will review inconsistencies in the constitution.
He will ask' them to review impeachment because he was removed without being impeached
and his status as a veteran because "any person
who is absent from a position of employment
because of service in the armed forces has to get
their job back".
He also must review federal law and ifBSU falls
under it.
According to Sawmiller, there has been some
debate as to whether he is a BSU employee or not.
Anyone who receives pay in exchange for services is considered an employee under federal law,
"I am considered an employee of ASBSU and of
BSU," Sawmiller said.
. The judiciary meets Wednesday September 27
and they have the last word as far as BSU is con ..
cerned. Outside of BSy, Sawmiller can take legal
action.
"I wouldn't want it to come down to that at all
but there are other options." Sawmiller said. He
said he would like to see the ASBSU constitution
changed over this issue, and does not want this
to happen again. Other senators such as Jennifer
Stolleyand the ASBSU advisor Rob Meyer along
with Mike Esposito are helping to make this happen.
"I'd like to think that senators and people are
working so that I can stay as a senator and serve
the students ofBSU." Sawmiller said.
Isaac Moffett approached senators as a taxpay- .
er, community member and senate guest. Moffett,
a former ASBSU senator, spoke in response to
SawmiIIer's removal.
"This Is an illegal act and should not be carried
through." Moffett said.
Echoing his recent guest opinion in "The
Arbiter," Moffett reminded allwho sat.In The
Forum that it is the soldier who has given us our
freedom.
Senator Stolley made sure to remind Moffett
thatASBSU is doing allIt can to getSa~ilIer
back
on the Senate. ASBSUrequires half the senate
plus one to hoid their ThesdaYnteeilng. senators
Cyndi Blue, Trevor Bosch, Mary Dawson,Mark
Getecha and Greg Wtlson were not present-Just
sevensenamrs showed,
is theininiJnum
amolindheyneed t0lto1dam~.
, Dilect1ybeforeadjtluirimeritsenator
',RyaIl ,
•.(:9QPl!t," omCiaIIyandon,.: ~rd,\Wicomed
SaWJrilllerhomei'
. . . .
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World/Natlori,al/What the? stortes courtesy 'OfMCT Campus'wlre SerVices unless otherwise credited. Local/BSU
stories are courtesy of the Boise State Web site at www.bolsestate.edu. All stories are cOmpiled by News Writers.

THE HEADLINES
lated the country's ban on visits to
"enemy nations."
In Haifa, a city that touts its long
Jewish, Arab Israelis more
history of Arab-jewish co-existence,
the city council ousted, Its Arabdivided than ever
Israeli deputy mayor after he repeatedly went on television during the
For two years an Arab-Israeli
author, Sayed Kashua, 'has been
war to criticize Israel.
.' writing a popular weekly newspa- .
"Jews and Arabs did not come
out of this war more united,"
per column for one of Israel's largest Hebrew-language newspapers,
said Elle Rekhess, director of the
"Haaretz.' The column often takes a Adenauer Program for Jewish-Arab
Cooperation at the Dayan Center
lighthearted look at discrimination,
of Tel Aviv University. "Instead, the
racism and the challenges facing the
Arab minority in this largely Jewish
mistrust between Jews and Arabs
nation.
has deepened."
But a few weeks ago, as Israel's
summer war with Hezbollah in
Lebanon wound down, Kashua
made what was for his Jewish readIn baby kidnappings, the
ers a startling confession. He confessed he'd been hoping Israel would
man never seems to know
lose.
"My hands tremble as I write,
The man never seems to know.
but in this war I was against Israel
Whether he's a husband or boy- make no mistake - my country,"
friend, the man never suspects the
he wrote. "You can say it's treason,
baby he's holding is not his, that the
you can say what you want, but I am
infant was kidnapped and he's just
still unable to understand how I can
one more person duped by a wombe happy when I hear that another
an in an elaborate and qE<sperate
IDF (Israel Defense Forces) tank has
scheme to get a baby.
been hit and, at the same time, be
It sounds beyond belief - how
afraid that I have friends inside it."
could he not know? The man's igThe piece generated scores of annorance is a dependable feature
gry e-mails, letters and phone calls.
of infant abductioncases, experts
It also exposed the simmering anger
say. The men almost never questhat Israel's Arab citizens feel over
tion why a baby magically appears,
how their country treats them and
whether it is the Missouri husband
became one more provocation for who was suddenly presented an in. an anti-Arab backlash that's still
fant by his wife earlier this month or
unfolding.
the Kansas husband who was given
Conservative Israeli lawmaker Effi what he thought was his infant son
Eitam denounced Arab-Israelis as "a in a Long John Silver's parking lot
band of traitors of the first degree"
two years ago.
and a dangerous "fifth column" that
"The men are totally clueless. It is
'should be barred from participating
really disconcerting for those of us
in Israeli politics.
standing on the outside," said Cathy
The Israeli parliament's ethics
Nahirny, administrative
manager
committee last week suspended two
for law enforcement training at the
Arab-Israeli lawmakers, one for a National Center for Missing and
day and the other for three days, af- Exploited Children.
"Everybody
ter one called the defense minister
thinks the guy is incredibly dumb,
a "child-murderer" and the other
but he just wants to go with the
denounced
opposition politician
flow."
Benjamin Netanyahu as an "angel
It's still unclear how much deof death."
ception occurred in a gruesome
Israel's attorney general has
discovery in East St. Louis, Ill., of
launched an investigation into a
a dead woman who had a baby cut
group of Arab-Israeli lawmakers
from her womb, _The baby later
who took a postwar solidarity trip to
died. Pollee say the suspected murSyria - a journey that may have vioderer confessed to her boyfriend,
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who had come home fro~.th~ Nayy
to, attend whathethought.~s
the
funeral oftheir baby. In the recent
Missouri case,authotitiesbelJeve
Rodney Beck joined. the fiatcOIlty
of duped husbands after nis Wife,
shannon Torrez, allegec:Wslashed
a woman's throat this month. and
kidnapped her 7-day-old baby,
Torrez, 36, tried to passoff baby
Abigale Lynn Woods as he~own and
showed off the Infant at her home
just four miles ftom the scene of the
kidnapping, police said .. The baby
was safely returned to her mother
after Torrez's sister-in-law became
suspicious and negotiated the surrender of the baby to authorities.

what the?
This spoils everything
An activist wanted to take aformal
stand against the legality of cameras that photograph people running
red lights in Houston, Texas, so he
purposely went through a red light
intending to challenge the evidence
from the camera being used against
him in court.
.
Alas, a cop saw him run the light
and arrested him. The camera evidence won't be necessary.

Not this one, that one ...
Six members of one family took
out their anger at another family in
the parking lot of a soccer field in
Sheboygan, Wis., by smashing what
they thought was the family car
with golf clubs. Then they realized
it was the wrong car.
So they turned their golf clubs on
another car. Wrong again.
After they bashed the daylights
out of yet a third car, the cops arrested them.

It was one mistake after
another, after another
After being arrested for having
child pornography on his home
computer, a married church vicar
in Abdingdon, England, said that
he downloaded it by mistake. Police
found 119 images on his hard drive.

As two men waded with their
. '-'~'rubber raft into the thundering
Ocoee River for a run down its
, serious rapids, the younger of the
i 'two men crowed, "If we survive
. t' this, we'll be heroes!"
l\"Yeah,"
the older replied, "but if
wedrown, they'll call us dumb a - students from across the counwho got what theydeserved.".".
try, is gaining favor for the best of
f"
'The older 'man
Is .Ierrel
reasons: its success. While nearly
Lambright, 57, a bass-voiced
three-quarters
of blind adults
conce-and-future
undertaker. Like are unemployed, nine out of 10
, .the. other man, Harlon Cowsar,
of the Louisiana center's gradu35, a once-and-future college stuates find work or. enroll in coldent, Lambright attends the tiny
lege. Two other centers founded
Louisiana Center for the Blind in
on the same six-to-nine month
.. Ruston, La. With most of its 20
boot camp approach - Blind Inc.
"You know how they tell you
'.enrollees,' they recently bounced, ,in Minneapolis, and the Colorado
never to look down? Well, .we
, i} bucked and furiously .paddled
Center for the Blind in Littleton
can't!" Luke Cassi, 19, a brush, t~'·thelr Way.down five miles o( the
- enjoy similar success.
cut former high school jock from'
f;';- 'Ocoee's Class' III and IV' rapids
The private, federally subsiRavenna, Ohio, said after his zipwas Instinctive In a group where
~, (which they couldn't see).
dized schools train students to get
line adventure.
it was hard to be certain who was
"I think it's more exhilarataround with canes, read Braille,
. Being blind may make it better"
listening.
, f,lngnot'to
see what you're getting 'shop, cook, clean and master" Cowsar ventured: "It's less antici, " __, ....::. .'
As for the challengesto courl.:.n
....
~~(Co..w.~q.r,o.f.S.P.r.lngf.i.t;.ld!..La-," software that turns computer-' pation, more adrenaline:'
tie things, itmakes It 'easy'to say' It was' enoilgh. to give the, group
age, theY:drewwh~ps:
and
,sl\lda_fte,~~ard, s~owlng preclse- . screen,.wordsand
some images
All the derring-do "gives peono to the bigtliingsi~,Darqt(ncon~.
an intoxicating brimful of esprit
screams out b!>re'so~ething of
·;Vlthe.pluckthatthe
center, pro- ;.,fntoaudib)e'speech,Coilf'jgence.ple bragging rights when they get tinued as, behind:;Jllm;"a:'young
~ corps.
an amuik!meriCpark'S biueality,
'~t~$i#iQll .1, tM~nts,>".,bullding
Is .the eSSential spice in
back home - that and ammunition
man dropped his cane Ina meni~i'"
At the sante time, the fallibilsome students said', 'For" a real
" ","
• ,"
.10 bui.ld , everything, ~hichls why'Allen's 'whenp~oph\ teU youyou can't do orable spot and starte~ up elghtJt1
of blind life - whether it was , adrenaline tush, Cowsar said,
!te'lf.~':,,:,~t~~,l'rt~s~pentthreedaysinleafy
s01l1ething,,,saldJerry
Darnell,.f1Ights
of stairs tothetop'ofa wa-~'i::Iga,(ettes being lit In the middle
riding rl~er rapids didn't hold a
.as>.el\,sler!lTeIlnes~,dlngrapids,
the schoel'spony-talled s!Jopin"!:,,,ter~lide.
',::
,:r\;ora'bowlof
citrus Raisin Bran candle to the first time he heard
)l:~rmsout,
structor, , : ,""
"'co
,',,'Alltli
s!'ing' and, winnlng";"~prod\!,c~dby JUistaking a gallon the sound of oncoming traffic
" .
':' ,'"
bl~l!strli'ng b~~
In fact, virtually all the school's' ')mideJp
,
, rliifor the
of orange julcefora gallon of milk while crossing a major Intersec,students bit on ever~ excursio'
,
"
", "" , "
.dent enough,19 r uire
tion in Ruston -just as he real'tid ",
','challen$b'
clliiting
:';;'-:;,J:
iztld~bjl.f;,he;d.'\i,tli:ted''Uff course
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Broncos Save at BaDal
Boise State studentS-and staff save 15% off at
High Desert Harley-Davidson BoDo
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High,Desert~riey-Oavidson
BoDo,
10cated'neXt toJ:dviard's Cinemas In
Downtown Boise's BoDo district,
426-8888, WNW,hlghest-com,

open Mon-Sat'10AM-7PM,
SunNoon-5PM
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The way we see it •.•
Save your future house:
vote no on PropositionZ

UN must intervene in Darfur

As a student, you came to Boise State to
receive an education that will one day help
you get you the job you've. always wanted,
which hopefully leads to the house you've
alw~ys dreamed of. Sure, you might drink
a few beers or eat your bodyweight in cold
'pizza along the way to that degree; but the
primary purpose we all have for being here
IS to ensure a better life for ourselves in
. the future.
Come election day (Nov. 7) a measure
known as Proposition 2, which is disguised'
as protecting your private property from
eminent domain, will be on the ballot.
.
Proposition 2 is really less about protecting your private property and more about
allowing citizens to give government an
ultimatum: Let me do what I want with my
property. or pay me "just compensation"
, for any government action that decreases
my land.
,.
Sounds like a good idea, right? After all,
rour going to pay at least $100,000 for your
house - you should be able to do what you
want with it and nobody, especially the
government, should tell you any different.
What if your neighbor in that suburban,
pricey subdivision you plan to buy in after
college decides to turn the house next to
yours into a junk yard. How would you feel
then? Would you want to live next to their
disaster of a house?
Better yet, what if your neighbors wanted
to turn their place into a shooting range,
a strip club or a garbage dump? All things
that would no doubt make their property
more valuable, but what about your house your private property? Not only would their
selfish actions destroy the neighborhood,
they would dramatically decrease the value of your home that you worked so hard to
be able to afford.,
.
City zoning laws protect you from this
scenario right now, but not if Proposition 2
passes. Should it pass, anyone would be allowed to do what they would like with their
personal property, regardless of how it affects others around them and the value of
,." the surrounding propeny,!h~y .d()I.W! own ..
....·...Supporters of ~rop,o~iti9l~~.'V~~tyo~t9
" believe that qualityof'Jife will not be affected if property owners can do as they
please without government intervention.
But look at the facts and ask yourself one
simple question: Does your neighbor have
the right to effect the value of your property
, with their choices?
We say no, and so should you on Nov. 7.
Protect yourself and your future investments by voting no on Proposition 2.

BY MICHAEL

Opinion Writer

To say the U.N. Security Council is
slow to act would be an understatement. For three years, various human rights groups, and even notable
celebrities, have called for a humanitarian intervention in Darfur. In this
war-torn region of .Sudan, ethnic
cleansing, insurgency and rape are
common occurrences.
Is it the escalating body count
- over 200,000 at last reporting that.has finally forced the Security
Council to help'! Then again, does
it matter? Sudan's leader declined
the recently suggested peacekeeper
deployment. "No matter," says the
Security Council. What the interested public is finally hearing three
years later is, "We must go in there to
do the right thing."
The basic issue is whether the U.N.
should use force to regulate peace in
Sudan. If the United States is any indicator, then yes, but if it involved an
extended deployment with no clear
victory goals, pre-arranged pull-out

date, or even a day-to-day itinerary of
how to fix the situation, then you're
going to end up with a lot of Iraq on
your face.
Ifyou want to look at this cynically,
the U.S. could use a good PR face-lift
and a quick fix in Sudan would be a
great way to show the world that we
are still a benevolent superpower.
However, you also have to consider
the rising tide of Islamic extremism
in Africa, like the Islamic Courts
Union taking hold of Mogadishu.
And if you think of Sudan not as

Darfur but also Osama bin Laden's
starting place in his holy war against
western imperialism, it seems to me
that any force sent in there now will
be up to its neck in insurgency for
what could be decades.
There are two facts at work: the civilized western world is determined
to stomp out terror, and groups like
al Queda are determined to remove
western powers from holy lands and
bleed them dry.
We don't have any good intelligence coming from Africa, but that

America must fight for freedom
BY JORDAN

freedoms.
mocracy, but only uses its prinFollowi ng World War II, the nations
ciples to protect the interests of its
ofEuroperelinquishedcontroloftheir
authoritarian majority.
•
African colonies and invited these
As an international community we
neo-natal nations into the United
have projected the powers of soverNationswiththehopethatglobalpareignty onto national governments·
ticipation might cement freedom in
formed in direct opposition to the
their countries.
principles of freedom. Hundreds of
In hindsight, we can put that
thousands were being murdered in
plan in the "good idea, very bad
Rwanda while the Rwandan repreresult" category.
.
sentative on the U.N. Human Rights
With no infrastructure to protect
Commission stood before the HRC
and nourish their nascent freedoms,
and testified that all was well. Over
mO~t~-:;:<
60 percent tQ be ellact - of 200,000 have been murdered in
lli~se:;i1eWtffft\'M" 'C01i)l'i~~lti:iR:1i.lY::!':'Siiil'ai'17anil'nowSudan's representafell prey to authoritarian regimes.
tlve - who also holds a seat on the
. This returns us to Darfur. Three
HRC - is testifying that all is unyears of genocide and the U.N. der control and requesting respect
Security Council is finally debating
for the sovereignty of his country by
the actionability of the issue. Why
keeping foreign troops out.
are hundreds of thousands beingsysThe UN and its proponents fail to
tematically massacred while those
understand
that an authoritarian
with the power to stop such atrocities
regime is not respectable. Sovereign
debate the definition of genocide?
people select their own government,
Simple. The UN speaks of deand that government acts for the

BRADLEY

Opinion Writer

As the genocide in Darfur continues, one question becomes inescapable: Is the extension of freedom to
fellow human beings worth the introduction of military force?
This doesn't seem like a difficult
question. So why are international
politics and certain United States political parties resolved to avoid the issue altogether?
Answer: because most members
ofthe United Nations have a great
interest in protecting their authoritarian ieglmes from the introduction
of freedom. These people use force
to squash freedom and subject their
people to hunger and poverty while
they live in great-comfort. Nowhere is
this more evident than in Africa. Free
people cannot truly love freedom
and peace without acting to liberate
those whom are denied those same
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The way we see it is based on the majority opinions
of The Arbiter editorial board. Members of the board
are Drew Mayes, editor-in-chief; Troy Sawyer, business' manager; Heather English, production manager;
Dustin Lapray, managing editor; Brandon Stoker, opinion editor; Sheree Whiteley, lead copy editor; and Harsh
Mantri, online editor.

Guest opinions of no more than 500 words
may be submitted for publication on any
topic. Letters to the editor must not exceed
300 words and must include the writer's full
name, city, state, and major (if applicable).
All submissions are subject to editing. Both
,
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office." ASBSU would greatly appreciate the media's perseverance
in reporting accurate Information
and refraining from sensationalizing stories when exact details
are lacking.
We at ASBSU look forward to
Sen. Sawmiller's arrival from
his tour of duty in Iraq, and once
again seeing him in action as a
student-approved senator.
It is now the responsibility of
ASBSU to ensure measures are
put in place to prevent such a situation from occurring again.

In regards to The Arbiter's front
page story headline "ASBSU removes Sawmiller, Wilson threatens to resign," the ASBSU Senate
performed no actions and is
In no way responsible for Sen.
Sawmiller's removal.
There was no motion made
or legislation created for the
Tuesday, Sept. 19 Senate meeting
to have Sen. Sawmiller removed.
Sen. Sawmiller's' employment
with ASBSU as of Sept. 21 is in
limbo and being discussed by the
ASBSU Senate and Judiciary.
These facts are also in conflict
with a news story broadcasted on
Sept. 21 by Channel 6 News stating Sawmiller was "voted out of

..~','~:SiJ~nt
::
is bound by',

. 1910 UnIversity

e'

ASBSU not responsible for
Sawmiller's termination

.. Effects of Oregon Measure.37: WWW.
.• oregon.gov/LCD/MEASURE37/index;
shtml
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,Proposition
2 opponents: Whatdoes
ariEast Coast millionaire wantwi.th your
~ate?www.howierichexposed -.com

now
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')roposition
2 suppott~r~: www.this·houseismyhome.com

should

good of the people.
Can we be freedom-loving people
if we remain neutral while so many
die under authoritarian regimes? An
affirmative response to this question indicates a level of passivity in
regard to the duties of a free society
and that conformity, not the love of
liberty, can be said to be the guiding principle in that individual's life.
We can only answer "no," since arenunciatlon of tyranny is a priori to
loving freedom.
Where freedom progresses, tyranny retreats. Where freedom and
equality reign, despotism is eradicated. We cannot pick and choose
the battles that we will fight based on
the ease of victory. Iffreedom and the
right to live do not win in Darfur, authoritarianism will. If freedom does
not win In Iraq, terror will. Ifwe don't
stand for the freedom we love, then
despots will stand for the power after
which they lust.

\.' -.~_._\:_:~,.- ··.'~,r.<""· "':.:~:,~~~,.
;-:\:"\""~~."

To learn more about Proposition
2 .:consid~r .visiting .the. followmg
sites:

y

is because western nations have
treated Africa like a redheaded step'
child for centuries now - ignored
unless it's time for a beating. Called
the birthplace of humanity by scientists, Africa once contained fertile
lands with marvelous monuments,
then with slaves ready for export,
and then colonies, and then resource
exploitation, and then WWI.
Now AIDS plagues the continent.
Africa has been rife with problems caused by foreign interference
for eons.
Now the western indifference is
what's killing Darfurians. I have never in my life wanted to be like George
Clooney, but I am throwing my hat in
with him.
The Security Council needs to get
involved, even if Sudan's president
does not want it to. And after they do
that properly, then maybe they can
undertake a serious effort to tackle
the AIDS problem.
Last time I checked, Africa was one
of seven continents on this planet
and for some reason, Antarctica's
wildlife have been shown more mercy than the residents ofDarfur.
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Even Catholic altar boys
BY HADLEY

RUSH

Culture Writer
In one of Death Cab for Cutie's
songs, Ben Gibbard, lead vocalist,
sings "In Catholic school vicious
as Roman rule, I. got my knuckles
bruised by a lady in black."
This may be all too familiar for
someone, like myself, who attended
a private, Catholic school (9 years
in totality).
Jesus Christ that's a long time.
I remember one instance in particular when I was hit during the
middle of mass because I turned
around to see who had sneezed behind me. I came home with a bruise
on my frail little arm, and I'm nearly certain my irate mother was responsible for the abusive teacher's
breakdown a few years later.
Catholic school was good for a
handful ofthings, including memorization. Ask me today and I'd still
be able to recite the Nicene Creed,
the Apostles Creed, and recite
nearly any reading from the Bible.
Whether Old or New Testamentbe it Matthew, Mark, Luke or John.
Catholic school, however, was bad a
lot of the time too. Because we were
kept on such a tight choke-collar
leashes, we Catholic kids tended to
act out more than our fellow public-school counterparts.
A story that's been recounted
to me many times throughout the
years is one that, I'm sure any parochial parish would be aghast.
During each mass of church ceremony, two older boys (and later
girls as well) were selected as "altar boys." This simply meant they
helped the priest carry various
churchy items down the aisle to
the altar ... one usually carried a
cross or an incense burner, while
the other carried some sort of
communion paraphernalia.
And speaking of paraphernaliathat's exactly where I was going
with this.
Incense burners are rarely used
•during contemporary
services in
Catholic churches.
When I inquired as to why, one of
my former Catholic-schooled
parents told me people often fainted or
became woozy during church ceremonies.
This was due to the thick-scented air the incense created in an already stuffy environment.
I remember
passing out, myself, when I was in second grade.
Presently, I've been told incense
are only burned during special services, or not at all.
One ceremony in particular
(a
very long time ago indeed) two
somewhat unruly altar boys were
chosen. While they prepared in the
backroom, draping themselves in
their holy white robes, one of the
boys came up with an naughty
plan.
While the priest was busy practicing his lengthy sermon
and
anointing himself with holy water,
Altar Boy #1 dumped the fragrant
incense from the burner ontothe
floor, and Altar Boy #2 emptied the
remainder of his yet-to-be-smoked
marijuana into the metal contraption. Altar boy #1 snapped the lid
closed and smiled at Altar boy #2.
Just as the priest turned to the
boys to commence
their march
down the aisle, Altar boy #2 lit
the "incense" And followed the
precession through the rows and
rows of elderly worshipers
and
fellow classmates.
.
One could imagine, ifitwas commonplace for people to pass out
due to the smell only of incense,
how potent the scent of pot would
be in a church ceremony.
Altar boy #1 and #2 were never
caught; though today they still tell
their story of "burning one down"
with the priest and the entire parish.
Catholic altar boys like extracurricular activities.
Catholic
altar
boys
are
not innocent.
NOolle Is funocent ••
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BY JULIA C. ARREDONDO

burgundy
love seat is the counter. where Dawson Taylor Coffee is
available
along with homemade
It was the old Shoe Hospital,
baked goods.
but now the stone house at 1524
A passageway leads to the back
Broadway Ave. is Mesa Roca Books
room that is furnished
with a
and Brew.
kitchen table, chairs and more of
A quiet and quaint coffee house,
the bookshelves
that hold hunMesa Roca not only offers an abundreds
(perhaps
thousands)
of
dance and variety of literature, but
used books. All of the books are for
one-of-a-kind
comfort - like being
sale. An oasis of random literature,
in a real home .
. the coffee house is lined with shelves
The house is divided into three
and shelves
of different
kinds
areas. The front door opens into
of books. The atmosphere
"lends
the main living room that is dividitself to studying and Visiting and
ed into two by large bookshelves.
being together," Kelly Christensen
There is plenty of seating available
said as she browsed the shelves for
at the tables by the windows, in the
books.
soft corner chairs or in the center of
Though the books seem to make
the roomin the love seat area.
up someone's personal library, the
Immediately
past
the
small
selection is wide enough to find
Culture Writer

teaching material or great entertutoring
sessions. He spends at
tainment.
least twenty hours a week in the
There is a history shelf; a shelf
coffee house and has been doing so
for art, photography,
and interior
for almost an entire year.
decorating;
one for books about
The SUB was just too loud and
traveling; one, ceiling high, with
busy for Lunstrum. He tried tutorpaperbacks. You can find books on
ing at Starbucks, but found the atthe course of Mexican History, on
mosphere equally difficult to study
the Rape of Tahiti, on Japanese culin. Neither were "homey like this
ture, etc. etc. Plenty of classics litter
place," Lunstrum said.
the shelves: Shakespeare,
Austen,
At Mesa Roca college students
Joyce, Cervantes.
can enjoy the comforts of a quiet
On any day, a college student (or
place to study without television
professor for that matter) can stroll
as a distraction;
without the sterinto the quiet house and grab a good
ile, deathly quiet of a library; and
read while relaxing and decomwithout loud music blaring from
pressing from the loud, fast pace of
the speakers like other coffee placcampus lIfe only a few blocks away. . es. It's a place where'you can feel at
Ken Lunstrum, . a regular patron
home.
of Mesa Roca, can often be found in
Hours of business are Monday
the back room holding his English
through Saturday, Ba.m. to 6 p.m.
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The Bronx powers through Boise
BY TERESA ARENZ
Culture Writer
"The people who come to see
us are artists and musicians. They
are very rabid people. Absolutely
the most Insane group of people
ever,"
said Joby Ford, lead guitarist and vocalist for The Bronx.
His words proved to be quite accurate. The Bronx came to Boise's
Big Easy Sept. 21, and I had the opportunity to interview Ford and see
them play live. Black clothing and
facial piercings were the uniforms
needed to fit in at this show. Other
bands included hard core Converge

and Mastodon.
I was skeptical about the crowd
that The Bronx would attract, and
asked Ford where his main fan
base lies. I figured Los Angeles (the
band's hometown) would be number one, but I was surprised to hear
that Australia and Japan drew the
biggest crowds.
"Just like any, other band, you
have places that are awesome for
live shows and places that suck,"
Ford said.
In regard to the Boise crowd, Jobe
said:
"Well, we've only been here once

a long time ago when we first started
out in 2003, and that show sucked.
But it doesn't matter."
It probably didn't matter because
Mastodon and Converge congregated enough rabid fans to go around. I
walked around asking people which
band they had come to see. I soon
realized that was a stupid question, because everyone was there to
see Mastodon, with the occasional
.Converge fan: So I started asking if
anyone had heard of The Bronx before actually seeing them at the Big
Easy. This produced better results.
Matt Huey had heard of them from

friends, and The Bronx had been
recommended
to him on Myspace.
"They're a completely different
band, .. Huey said. "They're pretty
kickass!"
The Bronx does have a very eclectic mix of influences.
Ford said
that his first influences were actually from the classical music genre,
like Rachiminov. He was formally
trained in classical piano and cello
when he was young. Later on, his
influences
were bands like Black
Flag and Suicidal Tendencies.
Their music is "L.A. therned," as '
Ford put it.

"You can't help but be influenced
by your surroundings,"
he said.
Ford explained how he integrates
everything into his music; just simple everyday sounds can be used
creatively. "I'm constantly flushing
out material. I have a musical drive
not to repeat, but to keep going forward."
Despite
their small following
in .Boise, the crowd seemed to be
warming up to the innovative music
that the Bronx had to offer. Maybe
next time they come around more
people will be foaming at the mouth
for The Bronx.

New issue of ,Cold-drill' magazine releases Oct. 7
BY MEL TROUT
Culture Writer
Saturday, Oct. 7 at 7 p.m., there
will be a release party for the new
issue of "Cold-drill" magazine at
SatcheI'sGrill,
located at 705 W
Bannock St. The magazine will be
available for $5 per copy.
'Cold-drill"
magazIne was created In 1970 by English Professor
Tom Trosky to provide an outlet for
Idaho Writers and artists to express
themselves
and have theIr work
published.
'The sameness,
drabness, pretenneusness.and
incestuousness
of

99 percent of [other college literary
magazines]
provided the perfect
antonyms for the magazine I envisioned," Trosky said.
.
Working with Boise State students and staff, Trusky created a
phIlosophy
and editorial process
for the magazine that he felt would
give 'Cold-drill" the rightful attention that it, its makers and contributors deserved.
Over the years, it became increasingly dlfflcultto fmd the best
works to publish in the magazine.
As 'Cold-drill"'s
reputation
grew,
so did the submissions fromall over
the country and abmadas weil.

The all-Idaho issue in the mid
issue that came out last fall. They
1980s featured poems by Idahoans
assisted
with- fhe current
issue
about their state and was created
along with Adrian Kien and Tyler,
with handmade paper and won sevMcMahon.
•
eral awards.
This issue of "Cold-drill" will
The "Writers Workout Video" ishighlight not only works by Boise
sue in the 1990s, however, was the
State' students but other. local and
most acclaimed.
Those who are
national writers as well.
curious about 'Cold-drill"'s
his. "We're trying to keep the magatory can access past issues in the
zine focused on the university,
library archives: ,
. whIle also giving bur students the
'Cold-drill" went defunct for sevopportunity
to be published alongeral years after Trt1sky.passed It on
side writers from other places," said
to assume duties atthe Hemingway - -. 'IYler McMahon,
who began his
. Center. Thenow"graduated
MFA
workwith "Cold-drill" interviewing
students,
JohnOttey
: and Erich ~DeWs Johnson forlast yeat's issue. ..'
Schweiker, resurrected
it for theThis issue will include an inter" .Yr,'·

view with poet Tom Raeworth along
with some of his writings.
A memoir will also be incorporated, along With the, poetry and
fiction by Boise State students.
The "Cold-drill"
release party
will- feature readings from several
of the contributing
writers including Adam Phillips, Dana Johnson,
Terry Allen; Nicole Cullen and Tyler
Brewington.
Musician Kris Doty will be performing as well.
.
The primary goal of the party is
to getvCold-drill"
into the Boise
community,
thus everyone
encouraged to attend.
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Frenc I-uniformed Americans has
computer imaging and a fleet of
vintage aircraft on its side, but it remains considerably less convincing
than "Wings" and less exciting.
Shot like a Disney period piece
(prettily, with spiffy props, shiny
vintage vehicles and costumes just
back from the cleaners), "Flyboys"
introduces its squadron the oldfashioned way: with character-establishing setups.
Blaine Rawlings (Franco) is a grinning third-generation Texas rancher facing foreclosure and arrest;
William Jensen (Winchester) is ajutjawed do-gooder eager to face the
enemy, and confident of his return;
EugeneSkinner(Salis)isanAfricanAmerican who's come to France to
box and to get away from the bigotry back home, and so on. ,
'Overseeing the volunteers is

eked into the open-air cockpits
of Sopwith Camels and other single-engine biplanes with machine
guns propped on the fuselage,
Youmay have heard ofthe legendthese jaunty felIows buzzed around
ary Lafayette Escadrille, a strappy
sandal with a rope sole, available at the skies, risking their lives and often losing them in battles against
a big department store in Paris.
, Oh, wait, that's the espadrille.
the better, faster, nastier flying
The Lafayette Escadrille was a machines of the 'German Empire.
Hollywood's very first Oscar winsmall group of (mostly) Americans
ner, William A. WelIman's 1927 siwho enlisted in the fledgling
French air corps in the bloody lent, "Wings," chronicled the darmonths before the United States ing aerial dogfights of World War
threw itself into the first WorldWar," I (In fact, several decades later in
1958, WelIman made "Lafayette
From New England colIeges and
Escadrille" with Tab Hunter about
plains
state
farms,
these
dashing
young
Yanks ven- this very same group of volunteer
lured to' France to fly, fight airmen).
"Plyboys," directed by Tony Bill
tyranny and maybe meet a pretty
mademoiselle, or two. At least, and starring James Franco, Philip
Winchester, Martin Henderson,
that's
how
the
harmlessly
romantic "Flyboys" (based on the Abdul Salis, Tyler Labine and
David Ellison as the white-scarfed,
true story) telIs it.

BY STEVEN REA
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This Week in Science
\:','\ Eating Flatbread pizza has
\\" made BSU student Benn
:~~'iBrocksome smarter. Friends
;$~y. the delicious pizza has
."~tlyboosted
his overall
, ,·.'lig~~e
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Captain Theriault, played with
winking panache by the great
Jean Reno.
Reno
arches
his
brow,
sneers
imperiously
at
the
inexperienced pilots, and waddles
around in a trim French military
uniform with a round, boxy cap.
But, as we come to discover (as ifwe
didn't already know), Thenault is
realIya niceguy, and he really cares
about his men. Even the ones who
aren't French.
Up in the sky, where "Flyboys"
goes twice or thrice more often
than necessary (the film is long), 'most shots of the actors in their
Decker as the French farm girl
the Escadrille encounters the
planes were shot on green- screen ' Lucienne whom Rawlings meets
"Black Falcon," a German ace with
soundstages it is possible to see
and woos between air battles and
a Snidely Whiplash smile.
the' whites of the airmen's eyes. other manly exercises back at HQ.
Because the planes fly at low And also the glint of evil.
Lucienne's English is as nonexistent
altitudes
in close proximity,
The Black Falcon is very gllnty,
as Rawlings' French, buttheytake to
nose-diving and spiraling above
, "Plyboys," which was actually each other and to their Englishthe countryside
and because
shot in England, also stars Jennifer
French pocket dictionaries.
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at's coming
the movies

CURRENTLY HIRING
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS
..-
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BY KATRINA L. SAVITZ
Asstlstant

DES,GNFORTHE ARBITER
,
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achievement. Costner's life takes a turn when he
is the sale survivor of a horrific event.
During a storm out a sea, his entire team was
killed. Costner decides to go back to basics and
is one of the lead instructors at the institution,
,that's when he meets Kutcher. Kuthcer plays a
hotshot high school swim champion who's got so
much potential. Costner takes Kutcher under his
wing, but little does he know that they are headed for the biggest challenge of th~ir lives.

Culture Editor

Thornton, which is sure to boost his self-esteem.
Regrettably, Thornton's got the hots for Amanda
too. Now they're at war to see who gets theglrl.

Science of Sleep
Gael Garda Bernal plays Stephana, a quiet artist who is still recovering from the tragic death
of his father.
Stephane moves to Paris where he begins to
battle the characters in his dreams. This film
surrounds Stephana's struggle to wake up and

Open Season

BY KATRINA
Assistant

L. SAVITZ

Culture Editor

September 29, 2006
The Guardian
Kevin Costner and Ashton Kutcher star in
the long-awaited action packed film about the
U.S. Coast Guard. Costner plays a rescue diver!
swimmer who is known for his heroism and

live in reality.
This animated family comedy stars Martin
Lawrence as a grizzly bear who is not so custom ,
DVD pick of the week
to the wild; meanwhile Ashton Kutcher plays a
mule deer that befriends the bear.
Unfortunately for these two adorable animals
The Lake House
it's hunting season! The pals try to survive in the
This film is like "You've got mail" with a twist.
forest, while trying to find the bear's caretaker,
Sandra Bullock and Keanu Reeves exchange love
Ranger Beth (Debra Messing).
letters through a mailbox that is a portal through
time. The two are trying to figure a way to be together, but time is keeping them apart.
School for Scoundrels
Great weekend chick flick. So call the girls and
Jon Heder of 2004's "Napoleon Dynamite"
order pizza, this movie will surely bring on the
plays a down-on-his-Iuck guy who's got it bad
tears. For the guys, if your lady makes you sit and
for hattie Amanda (Jacinda Barret). In attempt
watch this, don't fuss! This film has the whole
to gain the courage to ask her out, Heder enrolls
in a self-confidence class taught by Billy Bob sci-fi appeal.

Take the energy bar exam
BY JOAN

MORRIS

Contra Costa Times
Ah, the choices presented the
modern-day health watcher.
Should it be a Slim-Fast or a Luna
bar for lunch, a Clif or a PowerBar
before the afternoon workout?
Should we go for the Balance bar
to stave off bedtime hunger pangs
or just munch on a handful of Jelly
Belly's new Sport Beans?
The answer may surprise you.

The powerhouse of energy, protein and meal replacement bars
on the market these days may
serve you well, but only when
used correctly and, in some experts' opinions, sparingly.
Although the health and natural food aisles in the grocery store
are lined with products, the bars
often are misused by well-meaning people who think satisfying
an afternoon craving with a Luna
bar is far better than having a
chocolate chip cookie. But nutrition and health experts say the
" barsshouldn't be viewed as guiltfree substitutes for unhealthy
, snacking, and energy and protein
bars should be used only by serious athletes.
Liz Applegate is director of
sports nutrition at UC Davis and
for the past 20 years has been a
contributing editor and columnist for Runner's World magazine. She says the bars often are
not used as intended.
"I see people just eat them because they like the way they taste,"
Applegate says. "They make them
pretty delicious."
Energy and protein bars, the
most incorrectly used bars, are
for athletes involved in strenuous
workouts or competition.
"Not everyone who exercises
needs them," Applegate says. "A
lot of people are exercising to.lose
weight and in that case, you don't
want to be eating energy bars.
They contain a lot of calories. And
if you go for a bike ride for over an
hour, you don't have to have an
energy bar."
Energy bars were developed in
the 19805 as a way to give maraadds pounds.
thon runners a portable supply of
Pam Wilson, chief clinical dieticarbohydrates. After several miles
on such a long run, runners can de- - tian at San Ramon, Calif., Regional
plete their reserves. The bars gave Medical Center, discourages peothem a boost of carbs in a manageple from using the bars. She says
that we have turned away from baable form.
sic nutritional meals and snacks in
The market has since expanded,
extending beyond the field of athfavor of the brightly packaged bars
letics and into neighborhood fields and drinks. In most cases, the avand gyms. Little League and soccer
erage person is served just as well
coaches now encourage their play- by water as Gatorade, and some
ers to drink Gatorade and munch
fruit and a turkey sandwich from
energy bars between games. Casual
Subway provide all the protein and
carbohydrates the body needs.
athletes chow down on power bars
between sets, and dieters skip meals
"If you're trying to satisfy a sweet
craving," Wilson says, "likely a
while' loading up on the bars.
But unless your body is quick- small amount of 'the real thing' can
ly burning fuel, the extra boost
do the job with less calories. The
provided by the energy bars just
bar usually leaves people still feel-

ing hungry and/or deprived."
But Applegate sees a place in
our lives for the bars. Meal replacement bars work for dieters
who have trouble regulating their
food intake or have problems with
self-control.
"You take a person who's overweight and you replace one meal
with a bar," Applegate says, "and
'they'll lose weight. There's nothing magical about the bar. You're
just cutting the calories. The beneficial part is they know that's all
they can eat."
And the energy bars may keep
,so'?l1one from doing .the wrong
thing, turning to junk food when
they're hungry.
Terrie Macfarlane, an avid exerciser, says she uses the energy
bars sparingly, but wouldn't be
without them.
"I buy them by the case,"
Macfarlane says. "For me power
bars' are a healthier option for a
quick fix and have saved me numerous times from visiting the
drive-through. They taste like
candy to me sol only eat them
when I really need to, like before
a lunchtime spinning class or after a long hard workout and I don't
have access to food right away."
Marla Toma, someone else who
takes exercise seriously, also takes
a cautious approach.
"I use them, but I have to be
careful, especially after dinner,"
Toma says. "I like them too much
and will eat two when one would
have been just perfect. I do find
they are good before and during a
longer walk."
'
The market continues to grow
for the bars, with new entries all
the time. Jelly Belly has come out
with Sport Beans, small bags ofjelly
beans that contain carbs, electrolytes and vitamins. Applegate says
UC Davis is involved in a study using the beans. She says they make
sense for runners and are essentiallya sports drink in a more portable
form.
Snickers, has' released
its
Marathon bar, a low-carb candy
bar that also rates Iowan the glycemic index. It, too, is designed for
athletes and is intended to provide
sustained energy.
The key to using any of these
products, Applegate and Wilson
say, is to know what you're eating
and to use them appropriately.
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There's music in the
air during surgery
.

BY WILLIAM
Chicago

HAGEMAN
Tribune

About halfway through the angiogram, Dr. Mark Goodwin sensed
that something wasn't quite rtgh],
The music wasn't loud enough.
So a nurse went over to the stereo
and cranked up the volume on U2's
"Beautiful Day."
What had been a changing-thesparkplugs-in-the-garage
level became a hey-you-kids-turn-downthat-damn-music
level.
Music is as common in operating
rooms, or in this case, a catheterization lab at Edward Heart Hospital
in Naperville, Ill., as surgical masks
or scalpels.
Studies have shown' that it relaxes both doctors and patients,
improves a doctor's performance
and lowers the amount of anesthesia a patient needs. If you're going
to have surgery or a medical procedure, chances are there will be a
soundtrack.
"It's sort of like if you're doing
a chore around the house," Dr.
Mark Goodwin, a cardiologist with
Midwest Heart Specialists, said.
"You can have music on and still
be very concentrated on what you're
doing. There are different areas of
the brain that are able to process
and do different things at different
times.
"So when the music is on, although I hear the music, my focus
is 100 percent on the patient, what's
going on. It's just relaxing to me to
have the music on. It makes me very
comfortable in the room.
"What probably differentiates me
is Itend to like it fairly loud."
Fairly loud?
"Fairly loud. Loud enough so
you can clearly hear it outside the
room."
That's not exactly how OR music
is often portrayed.
In television's
"Nip/Tuck:' for example, theshow's
"plasm
surgeons often'
with
tunes such as "Santa Maria" by
Gotan Project or "More Than This"
by Roxy Music playing gently in the
background.
Not always so, say the guys who
would know.
"We don't want anything
particularly slow:' said Dr. Andrew
Roth, an attending anesthesiologist
at Children's
Memorial
Hospital
in Chicago. "It's got to be upbeat
enough so you keep working, not
feel like you're dying."
"There is a beat to it, a rhythm
they do follow:' Ben Corpuz, clinic
coordinator
for interventional
radiology at Northwestern
Memorial
Hospital said. "It helps with the
progress they're making."
How do doctors select their music? Sometimes they don't.
"I guess, most of the time, the first
thing I do is ask the patient if there's

Work

something they prefer," Goodwin
said. "Most of the patients don't, but
some will bring in a CD from home
and that's what we play.
"If they like something,
even
though they're going to be asleep
for a procedure, some people believe their hearing sense may still
be preserved and we want them
to be relaxed and hear what they
like."
Corpuz
says
patients
at
Northwestern
also get first crack
at the CD player. If they don't have
a preference,
the medical
staff
chooses.
"It's geared to the generation of
the workers," Corpuz said. "So if
you have residents they're going to
be younger, so they like the indie
rock thing. Go older, and you get
the alternative thing. It follows the
decades of music . Technicians are a
little older, and they like R&B stuff.
There aren't too many on the classical side. We even had a resident
who came in and wanted to hear
, some bluegrass."
When Dr. Beatrice Mounts is in
the OR, a stereo is tuned to FM stations WLiT (93.9), WTMXl101.9) or
WILY (IOO.3).
"At home I listen to Spanish music:' said Mounts, an obstetrician/
gynecologist
at MacNeil Hospital
in Berwyn and who is MexicanAmerican.
"But in the operating
room we listen to pop music, '70s,
'80s, because everyone in the OR is
not bilingual."
She also says that a lot of her patients are middle-age, and they relate to those stations' playlists. The
staff likes it too.
"It's something
that people are
familiar with, that they can sing
along to," she said. "It creates a unity. People are so familiar with the
songs, somebody will have a story.
'Oh, I remember
when. that first
came out.' ...
': Similarly, Dr. Vincent Bufalino,
i the
president
of-Midwest
Heart
Specialists and medical director of
Edward Heart Hospital, said that
from his perspective "it's oldies but
goodies."
"I'm still stuck on the old stuff.
I enjoy classical. I'm not a country
and western guy. No rap .... 100.3 is
sort of my speed on the FM dial. I'm
sort oflookingfor '60sand '70s·kind
of stuff, that's still what I enjoy."
Roth at Children's Memorial said
that, just like surgery, the choice of
music is a joint effort.
"I tend to like '60s, '70s, a little
country and western, some modern
stuff:' Roth said. "I'm not particularly big on classical, but I enjoy it
sometimes, depending on what it
is. We have people with completely
different. tastes, from classical to
Klezmer to pop to whatever."
During the one-hour angiogram
in the cath lab, Goodwin played
II
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Dr. Mark Goodwin, cardiologist, turns down the
volume before speaking to a.patientfolJowing
a
coronary angiogram ..~oodwi~' perf()r.mle~ th~L~
procedl1rE! ,~hHe Iistenmgto hIS fclVH.f}~~ii.rn.~~I«:.>::
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songs by John Mayer, Jack Johnson,
Five for Fighting, the Format, the
Goo Goo Dolls, Everclear, Gnarls
Barkley, OAR, Green Day and, of
course, U2.
"I have four kids, ages 17 to 22, so
I get to hear a wide variety of music," he said. "A lot of which I like,
some I don't. It's pretty much, I hear
a song on the radio or my sons or my
daughters playa CD I like, l'll bring
in the CD or we'll burn something
off iTunes and we'll listen to it."
Mindful of the mission.
No matter how much everyone
enjoys music in the OR, doctors always are careful that it doesn't get
in the way.
Roth said he keeps the music at
a level where he can still hear his
monitors.
"I have the last say when it comes
to safety:' he said. "So if something
is becoming distracting or too loud,
patient safety has to be first."
"We use volume control," Corpuz
said of how patients are safeguarded at Northwestern.
"It's almost
always playing, even in the hard
procedures we do with neurology,
brain and spine work that tends to
be meticulous. So-they control their
music more."
But generally the music plays on.
The benefits are too many to ignore.
"I saw a study," Goodwin said,
"that showed that no matter what
happens, if you just think of a song
or break into just whistling or singing, it immediately releases the tension in your body and makes you
relax. I think that's sort of true. If
you think about times when you're
singing, generally you feel better.
"I do think that music, whether
it's a symphony or whatever, touches our soul in a different way. I think
that anything that does that helps
heal us."
Cue the CD player and let the
healing begin
Toe-tapping surgeons aren't the
only ones who benefit from music
in the operating room. It can help
patients, too, according to several
studies.
One, published
in 2005 in the
journal "Ambulatory Anesthesia,"
found that patients who listened to
their favorite music required less
sedation during surgery than did
those who listened to white noise or
operating room noise.
Senior author Dr. Zeev Kain, a
professor in the Yale University
Department of Anesthesiology, said
that previous studies had shown
that music decreased sedative requirements in patients. This 'study
sought to determine if the decrease
resulted from listening to music or
eliminating operating room noise.
Kain's research found that blocking
the sounds of the operating room
with white noise did not decrease
the patients' sedative requirements,
while playing music did.
"Doctors
and patients
should
both note that music can be used to
. supplement sedation in the operating room," Kain wrote.
The study supports what other
researchers have found throughout
the years: Music makes a difference
intheOR.
A University of Toronto study,
published in 1997 in the "Canadian
Journal of Anesthesia," concluded
that elderly patients having' cataract surgery were more satisfied
with the experience if they heard
relaxing music instead of suggestions for relaxation, operating room
noise or white noise.
And a University of Buffalo study
in 1994, published in the "Journal of
the American MedicalAssociation,"
showed that the surgeons were able
to 'concentrate
better and subsequently perform better if they listened to music.
Dr. Mark Goodwin, a cardiologist with Midwest Heart Specialists
at Edward
Heart
Hospital
in
Naperville, concurs with the notion
of better performance.
"An example they give (in the
studies)," he said, "is If you've ever
walked into a situation that is totally dead silent, there is a certain
discomfort.
- "In a procedure,. first off you
want the patient to be relaxed and
staff lobe relaxed and confident,
and .it~s not mutually exclusive to
have music and do a good job. And
.1thln~that when the patient Is re"
laxedand
(feels) confident
"and
the staff feelS good, everycine does
a better job." .'
.'...'
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:Boise State golfer wins
.
U ofl tournament
-. Nick Travers of the Boise State
:pien's golf team knows how to finish strong.
entered the final, day of the
Vandal Fall Classic one stroke behind four golfers, but when the dust
cleared he sat in sole possession of
first place; four strokes ahead of his
nearest competitor.
Through the two rounds Travers
shot a six-under par 138 (71 and 67),
to hold lone possession of fifth place
~ and remain one shot off the pace.
,.. Tuesday he followed up his team~ best round of 67(-5) with another
:. 67 to walk away with the individual
:. title.
"Nick has been playing great
~: lately," Head Coach Kevin Burton
said. "To win a collegiate event by
four strokes is an amazing feat. I am
looking for great things from Nick
· for the rest of this season."
·
This is the first individual title
for the Broncos this season and
· the first since Graham DeLaet won
· the Boise State Bronco Invitational
,- last season.
Travers is also the first individ,. ual other than DeLaet to capture
:: a championship
since the 2000-01
:; season, when Luke Sestero won the
:: Vandal Classic.
::
Troy Merrill recorded the next
-: best score on the team with a
:: 216(+3) to finish tied for 14th to re: cord his second top 25 finish of the
: season. Merritt and Travers also led
~ the Broncos to a fourth-place finish
in the I2-team field at the Vandal
Classic. The team finished with a
:f..score 0, f 864 to finish II shots off
~,!he pace set by the hosting Idaho
~::Vandals.
'
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The Boise State men's tennis team
~,willsendthreeplayerstoAnnArbor,

~

~C~h,lQSC.,II:nP~IJi,\Q,Jll~J~.,.,.
Invitational hosted by the University
of Michigan, Sept. 29-0cl. I.
In addition to Boise State, the
tournament will feature four teams:
Vanderbilt, Notre Dame, Western
Michigan and host Michigan.
The Broncos will send three
members of their team to compete
in the tournament,
including Eric
Roberson, Piotr Dilaj and Brent
Werbeck.
.
This is the second tournament
of the fall season for Roberson. In
the Utah Fall Tennis Classic he advanced to the semi-finals of the indoor competition before eventually
falling to an independent player.
For Dilaj and Werbeck this will be
their first competition of the 200607 season. Last season in singles
competition Dilaj went 13-7, to earn
the fourth-best Winning percentage
on the team in singles play.
Werbeck went on to post a 20II mark in singles matches for the
2005-06 season. Dilaj and Roberson
are also scheduled to compete as a
doubles team this weekend. Last
season the pair recorded 13 victories in doubles play, which was the
third-most on the Broncos' roster.
The Broncos return eight members from their 2005-06 team that
captured the WAC Championship
in Boise.

Broncos reportedly
sign two high school
prospects

1
I
l

"The Tri-City (Wash.) Herald"
reported Tuesday that high school
quarterback
Kellen Moore has decided to make Boise State his choice
to play college football.
"The Herald" reported
Moore
made his decision after attending
the Boise State-Hawaii
game the
past weekend.
As a junior at Prosser High, Moore
'set the Washington
state high
school records for passing yards
(4,600) and touchdown passes (66).
Moore is listed as a two-star (out of
five) prospect by recruiting
Web
, sites Scout.com
and Rivals.com.
According
to Rivals.com,
Moore
was also offered scholarships from
Idaho and Eastern Washington.
Rivals.com
also reported
that
Dan Paul, from Gresham,
Ore.,
also visited Boise State this weekend. He told the Web site that he
"., will 'also head to Boise State. Paul
".. is a linebacker currently playing for
Barlow High. He is also considered
a two-star prospect.,

Taking over campus
BY BRIAN
Sports

BY BRIAN
Sports

LUPTAK
Writer

Each year the Broncos try to fit a game into
their season against a skilled, non-conference team that they wouldn't normally face.
Theyuse this match as a test of their development and .a steppingstone
into higher levels
of play.
"We do that for a reason," Head Soccer
Coach Steve Lucas said. "We go play those
guys for the challenge and to kind of see
where we are. Players do a good job gelling
up for games like that."
This was the goal Friday as the Broncos put
up a surprising fight facing the challenge of
the University of California, Berkeley.
Cal was ranked No. 20 in the national women's soccer polls going into Friday's game.
Boise State traveled to Berkeley expecting a
hard-fought match measuring their growth
on the season so far. This is exactly what they
received. Facing such a distinguished
program, a hope to upset the Golden Bears was
nearly unrealistic. However, the Broncos almost pulled it off.
"We knew they were going to be good,"
Lucas said. "Everybody stepped up and did
a good job."
Three starters were not playing Friday but
this did not slow the Broncos down one bit.
At the lfi-minute mark, sophomore
Randi
Baker scored the game's first goal to gi~e the
Broncos an early lead. However, 29 mmutes

some momentum.
"There's a couple of games in there that we
shouldn't have lost," Lucas said. "Our team
knows that. We kind of gave a couple away
and we're not happy about that because we
know we can't do that starting next week so
we've got to get going now."
The Broncos will travel to Sacramento
State Friday to face the Hornets before returning
home
against
Texas Christian
University Sunday at BOAS Soccer Complex.
Conference play for BSU kicks offThursday,
Oct. 6 at San Jose State.

keep it that much. We made some adjustments where we could do a better job keeping the ball and we did do a better job keeping the ball in the second half."
The' Golden Bears came out of halftime
with intensity scoring a quick 18-yard shot to
claim the lead. Although the Broncos continued their efforts, they fell short in the attempt
to force overtime. Even though it ended in a
loss, not all was negative from the game. In
comparison with face-offs against other difficult teams in the past, Lucas names this experience a positive factor for the Broncos.
"I wouldn't say it was a 50-50 game, but
it was closer than they've been in the past,"
Lucas said. "II re-establishes
what we have
been telling [the team] the whole time; they
can play, there's no doubt about it."
, Puttingtheir3-gamelosingstreak(including Cal) aside, Lucas and the Broncos are
ready to focus on their last two contests prior
to opening Western Athletic Conference play
next week. According to Lucas, the final adjustments need to be made now.
"We've got to get going forward more as
a group," Lucas said. "We have to get some
wins on the road because that's what you'
have to do in conference: you got to take care
of business at home and sneak some on the
road."
Coming upon the midseason
point, the
team knows being healthy is important.
The B~oncos played Cal missing st~rters AlIi
Tsuchida, Brennan Lau and Katie Keller.

",.""Jm~~~~
&~me ,~a.J,seJ~!J~leAt~, ~xeJ~tl~~~SQ,~~",:, H?~~~;<r~ Lu.~~~~~ys health issues should not
1-1, chipplng a Shot overt'l1e hands ofBronco
be pr~sent come time for conference play.
goalkeeper Kim Parker. After the fast start,
the remainder of the first half was scoreless
finishing with the I-I tie.
According to Lucas, ball control was the
first-half weakness of the Broncos and this is
what he stressed to his players at halftime.
"We fixed a couple things," Lucas said. "In
the first half, when we had the ball we didn't

"Those injuries that we took weren't because of fitness or anything like that so that's
going to help them get back," Lucas said. "We
expect them to be back by the time conference starts for sure."
The Broncos are more than ready to
snap their losing streak ana enter the beginning of their conference
matches with

Brennan Lau (above) is one of
three players that did not play
against Cal due to injuries.

T.O. denies reports of attempted suicide
Compiled

by Arbiter

Staff

Dallas Cowboys receiver Terrell
Owens said "there was no suicide
attempt," explaining that he mixed
painkillers with supplements
and
became groggy.
He said Wednesday that the confusion over his condition
likely
stemmed from an empty bottle of
pain medication found by his publicist, who was with him at the time.
He said the rest of the pills were in a
drawer. Owens blamed a combination of hydro codone, a generic form
of Vic odin, with all-natural supplements for making him ill.

"It's very unfortunate
for it to go
from an allergic reaction to a suicide attempt," he said.
He added that he's "not depressed
about anything."
_
An initial police report filed and
leaked to the press around 5 a.m,
Dallas time Wednesday conflicted
with Owens' story.
Owens was treated by paramedics and rushed to Baylor Medical
Center Tuesday night. Citing a police report, WFAA-TV (a local Dallas
news channel) reported that Owens
ingested prescription
pain pills ill
an attempt to commit suicide.
Dallas police did not confirm or

deny the report but stated that the
was asked if he had taken the encase is not being treated as a crimi• tire bottle of pain medication and
nal offense. II is not a crime in Texas
responded,
"Yes." Owens was also
for a person to attempt suicide.
asked it he had attempted to harm
Kim Etheridge, Owens' publicist,
himself and responded, "Yes."
told the "Fort Worth Star-Telegram"
Owens later said he remembered
and the "Dallas. Morning News"
almost nothing after ingesting the
that Owens was hospitalized
for
medication. He said he did not resuffering an adverse reaction to
member the interrogation
noted in
medication he is currently taking
the report and hence could not anfor a broken right ring finger.
swer questions regarding his "yes"
Owens, 32, was given the preanswers. He later said he did not inscription pills after undergoing surgest the entire bottle of medication
gery for, the broken finger Sept. 18.
and he did not make an attempt on
Owens was released from the hos- ' ' his life. Reports that Owens' stompital Wednesday morning.
ach was pumped were also negated
The police report stated Owens
Wednesday.
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You're walking
through
campus. Maybe you're going to another class or perhaps on your way
home to climb back into bed.
Suddenly, you hear a sound that
has recently become all-too-familiar around campus.
This is the sound of 70mm hard
rubber
wheels rolling over the
cracks of the sidewalk behind you.
lt has probably become second
nature to step to the side of the path
and avoid absorbing the concave
end of a 7-layer plywood skateboard into your calf or Achilles
tendon. Subconsciously,
or maybe
even out loud, you're thinking,
"When did campus become overrun by longboards?"
The answer is now. The sport
of longboarding
has grown enormously in the past year alone, <Ittracting
guys, girls and younger
and older generations
alike. All
of these people are looking for a
simple thrill. Longboarding
has
officially been designated the lessexpensive
extreme sport for the
common person, whether they are
riding flat road or conquering endless hills and parking garages. II is
a great form of campus transportation.
Being a rider myself, I won't
come down too harshly on fellow
campus cruisers.
However, to be completely honest, longboarding
is becoming
a
hazard.
Just like 1-184 at 5:30 p.m., campus traffic is exceptionally
thick
during
the day and watching
someone on a 40-inch longboard
barrel though the one-and-a-half
foot gap between two pedestrians
is a little more than nail biting.
On multiple
occasions
I have
witnessed
a surprising
number
of longboarders
harm others and
even themselves
in an effort to
prove their skills on campus.
Whether it's a straight-on
collision or a runaway
board carrying its momentum
into someone's lower leg, an unexpected
wince of pain is guaranteed
in any
situation.
Everyone of us has been a spectator to these incidents and they
are often easy to predict. With the
speed chosen by the majority of
longboarders
at Boise State, wipeouts are a certainty when accounting for the density of pedestrians
at
any given time of the day.
Now, like I said, I also claim
longboarding
as a recreational
passion myself. Additionally, I am
one of those who use it for campus
transportation
daily. This is true
especially
those Monday morn-ings when I'm running
late and
trying to get to class.
Nothing is better than cruising
down the greenbelt waking myself
up while racing the clock.
While
longboarding
provides
a thrill and a dose of transportation excitement
between classes,
pedestrians
still have the rightof-way.
Without a change on campus, a
ban of the sport could eventually
focus in our sights. With the rising
amount of boarders on university
sidewalks and roads, the number
of accidents
is growing. For the
sake of all longboarders
at BSU, a
realization must be made:
Putting away the longboard
is
not an option I'd like to put up on
the table. I'm just asking whoever
will listen not to blow it for the rest
of us.
Simply
pick
up the
boatd
when coming up behind a crowd
of walkers.
If this doesn't sound reasonable,
try the greenbelt' and roadways
that have comparatively
lighter
traffic.
Stick to that pavement as much
as possible and the collisions with

pedestrians will decrease, .maklng
campus transportation
a less-negative topic of discussion.
Let's allow the sport to grow, but
,in ~ safe ~y:

______________

~-----~
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Boise State prepares for the Toilet Bowl
BY KATELYN HOLZER

Associated Students of Boise State
University and Campus Recreation
revived the tournament in 1998. It
Homecoming Week.Flag football. has become an annual event of the
16teams. Bronco Stadium. Oh yeah, Intramural sports program and It
the Toilet Bowl. The Toilet Bowl is has grown each year to what we
one of the few and oldest traditions
know today..
at Boise State University.
Since 1998, the Toilet Bowl
There is even a brief mention of it has been the kickoff' event for
in Sports Illustrated in the October Homecoming. "Its definitely a great
7,'2002issue. The ToiletBowlstarted
way to start out homecoming; Team
in the early 1950sby a couple of BSU Towersmember, Blain Corkill said. "
fraternities. Back then there was Being in the stadium Is cool, it's cool
only one game played between the to say that you've actually played on
two teams.
the blue turf; student John Lloyd
In the "modern era of the Toilet said. "Its also a good tradition for
Bowl" there is a whole day of homecoming:
games leading to a playoff style
Students, alumni and staff memtournament.
bers agree that the Toilet Bowl is
The Toilet Bowl tradition disap- always a good opportunity to get
peared sometime in the mid 80's involved on campus, get some exeruntil mid 90's. Liz Drennon of the cise and have some fun on the footSpecial to The Arbiter

ballfield.
" It's a good way to get out there
and meet people, but there is still
that competitive streak," Trojan
Manager Jason Overrocker said.
Overrocker is the manager of
team Trojan. The Trojans and Team
Towers are both new teams consIsting mostly offreshman.
Students and staff also say that it's
a great way to interact with one another out of a classroom or work setting. While some may be going out
there with no football experience
and just out to mess around, others are more experienced and are
playing for bragging rights of being
named Toilet BowlChampions.
There Is even a faculty and staff
teams this year. "One good knee"
will try and represent the older population at BSUand remind the stu-

dents who is in charge.
"Weare ready this year,' One Good
Knee team member John Lloydsaid.
"For the first time in a long time, we
are going In with ~ complete roster,

our quarterback is looking great and
as oftoday, everyone Is healthy."
The Toilet Bowl will be held
from 4-10p.m. in Bronco Stadium
Monday, Oct. 2, 2006. Come on out

and cheer on your fellow students
and faculty/staff members as this
great Boise State tradition kicks off
Homecoming Week.
The cost of admission is free.

Journalists' punishment doesn't fit the crime
BY JEMELE

HILL

Never mind that this federal
judge's decision stomps all over the
most sacred tenets of journalism,
Jason Giambi and Barry Bonds, protecting confidential sources and
who acknowledged juicing in a safeguarding the public trust.
court oflaw, still free.
Youmight think this is just ajourVictor Conte, notorious ste- nalism issue and it has no mean-:
roids dealer to athletes worldwide, ing to the general public, but you
couldn't be more wrong.
now free. Lance Williams and
Mark Fainaru-Wada, the two San . This is an issue that smacks all
Francisco Chronicle writers whose of us across the forehead. It's about
what we have a right to know. It's
tireless' Investigative work educatabout exposing what's hidden. It's
ed us about the depth of the steroid
culture in athletics, ordered to jail about telling the public something,
for 18 months for not revealing the even ifthey're not ready to hear it.
You think baseball would have
sources that leaked them grand just
launched its own steroids investigatestimony in the BALCOcase.
tion ifWl1liams and Fainaru-Wada
Justice?
I'm supposed to believe It is. were not given inside information
onBALCO?
Never mind that Falnaru-Wada's
This is what journalistic invesand Williams' book, Game of
tigations do, they help us live our
Shadows, made baseball and sports
in general rethink and confront the lives better. If a nearby plant were
dumping toxic chemicals into your
issue of performance-enhancing
drugs. Never mind that parents of water, wouldn't you want to know
kids whose lives were damaged by it? If there is political corruption,
wouldn't you want to know who did
steroids applaud these two because
maybe now a few of them will re- it and how it affects you?
Thirty-one states have adopted
think gambling with their bodies
shield laws, which protect jourfor a shot at millions.
The courts can't figure out a way nalists from having to reveal their
sources. That isn't enough.
topunish the abusers, so the courts
There should be a national shield
will settle for the next best thing,
law, which would also prevent fedchastising the men who exposed
, eral judges from .railroading [oursports' nastiest secret.
. The Orlando Sentinel

o~
s: K

;\

.

nalists. A shield law isn't about
making the lives ofjournalists easier. It's about protecting the democracy that is the core of our national
beliefs. It's about our right to know.
If reporters can't promise confidentiality to sources, our power
will be weakened. It will surely curtail our zest in ferreting out wrongdoing. Why would any source tell
us anything, things that might save
a life or make one better, Ifthey believe a judge could eventually order us to give them up? I only wish
I could have been there last week
when a group of my sports-writing brethren showed up to support
Williams and Fainaru-Wada in San
Francisco, where they were sentenced.
If I were there, I would have told
Williams and Fainaru-Wada thank
you. Not because their dogged reporting might cost them two years
of their lives, if a higher' court
doesn't overturn the judge's decision. It's because without them I
wouldn't know and I wouldn't feel.
I have empathy for families that
have lost loved ones in steroidsrelated deaths.
And I have no sympathy
for athletes who cheat to pad
their pockets and selfishly expand
their legacy.
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BY HARSH MANTRI
Arbiter Staff

Unless you have been living under
a cave for the last year or so, you probably have heard of Windows Vista
(formerly codenamed "Longhorn").
Windows Vista is the next major flagship operating system of Microsoft
and a successor to the ubiquitous
WindowsXP.
Microsoft choose Windows Vista
as the name for the new operating
system (OS) because it delivers a personal "vista" for all its users. "I love
this name. 'Vista' creates the right
imagery for the new product capabilities and inspires the imagination with all the possibilities of what
can be done with Windows - making people's passions come alive:'
said Jim Allchin, retiring group vice
president, Platform Managements
at Microsoft.
Windows Vista has a host of inno-

vative features, enhanced functionality, brand new graphics user interface and also a lot of modern security
improvements over its predecessor
WindowsXP.
Windows Vista sports a new theme
and has a totally new redesigned
graphics user interface, Aero. Unlike
previous versions, Windows Vista is
the first OS capable of allowing the
, user to have two completely different user experiences depending on
the hardware capabilities of the computer it is installed on. Any computer
that meets the minimum requirements of Windows Vista will see the
Vista Basic experience.Anycomputer
that is running Windows Premium,
Business or Ultimate Editions and
has a compatible graphics card will
be able to see Microsoft's most visually appealing and dynamic user ex'perlence, Aero. Windows Aero provides stunning visual effects, which
, actually make you, think if Microsoft

actually got something right this time
around. The most noticeable feature
of Windows Aero is the translucent
Aero Glass that provides an additionallevel of visual sophistication with
its smooth animations,
Another electrifying feature of
Windows Aero is the Windows Flip
and Windows Flip 3D. Windows
Flip is nothing but the ALT+TABthat
we all know and have come to love.
Windows Flip allows the user to view
live thumbnails of all the open windows instead of the standard icons
that were always displayed in the previous versions ofWindows. Using Flip
3D, the user can navigate through all
open windows in a three-dimensional stack using the scroll wheel
on a mouse. Flip 3·D can be brought
up by using the Windows logo + TAB
key combo. Flip 3P provides, the
same functionality as Windows Flip,
but with the advantage of looking
at bigger representations of all the

Vista search capabilities although
late, to the market are really better
than their competitors. Yahoo! has
had Yahoo Desktop Search out in
the market for a while and Google
Desktop from Google is already in its
fourth version.
The Windows Vista Release
Candidate 1(RC l)releasedlastmonth
was the final major pre-release of
Windows Vista. This week Microsoft
turned the corner and released
Windows Vista Build 5728. According
to Microsoft's Sven Hallauer, Director
ofRelease Management for Windows
Vista, any release that begins with
a "57" is a member of the Release to
Manufacturing
(RTM) code-base.
In layman's terms this essentially
means that Windows Vista is getting close to being wrapped up and
shipped to consumers.
Windows Vista is slated for release
in January 2007.
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Internet is the street comer for Web-savvy prostitutes
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open windows.
Windows Vista has a lot of new
games in addition to the old ones
and all of the games have very slick
graphics, smooth animations and fit
right in along with Windows Aero.
An additional feature in Windows
Vista is the Windows Sidebar located along the right-hand side of the
monitor. The Sidebar provides handy
tools with mini-programs like gadgets. There are some gadgets included with Windows Vista like RSSFeed,
Stock gadgets and Sticky Notes. Users
can also go to windowsgadgets.com
to get more gadgets.
Instant search is a big part of
Windows Vista. There are a number ofways to do searches. The Start
menu has instant search built right
into it. The navigation pane contains search folders. Users can even
tag their files when saving them and
can search based on the tags to show
up only certain items. The Windows
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GAS
PRICES

CHICAGO - Dressed in a revealing halter-top, a 28-year-old woman
sits in handcuffs on a motel-room
bed in Des Plaines, III. Nearby, undercover police officers examine
her modern-day tool of the trade:
an Apple iBook.
"Show us your Web site:' demands Commander Matt Hicks.
"We know you are on there."
Such encounters underscore the
new public face of an old profession. Instead of flashing their skin
on a street corner, prostitutes can
work from a motel, armed with a
cell phone and a laptop computer.
Traditionally,
prostitutes
who
billed themselves as escorts advertised in alternative weeklies, entertainment-oriented
magazines and
other publications.
Now a simple Web site can be
launched for less than the price of a
print ad, authorities say.
"The Internet is the street corner
of the 21si century," said Sgt. Gary
Darrow, head of special investigations for the Schaumburg, Ill.,
Police Department. "It's easy, it's
anonymous and it's free."

As a result, police throughout
the suburbs say the Web is fueling a prostitution business that is
both difficult to detect and, hard
to enforce.
Across the country,
police
are focusing on the Internet. In
Pennsylvania, 12 women were recently charged with prostitution after an investigation into advertisements they posted online. Similar
stings have been conducted in San
Francisco, Baltimore, Oklahoma
City and elsewhere.
In the suburbs, prostitution ar-'
rests are few and far between. The
time and effort it takes to execute
a successful bust, combined with
the limited resources of many
suburban departments, have long
kept prostitution low on the list of
priorities, some suburban police
officials admit.
Police in Des Plaines, for example, handled more than 150 reports about prostitution in 2005 but
made only three arrests according
to Hicks, who said that unless investigators conduct an undercover
sting it's difficult to gather enough
evidence to press charges.
Prostitution is a Class A misdemeanor, so the end often doesn't
justify the means, police say.

"To get a felony (charge) you'll
have to go get her again" through a
repeat offense, Elgin Police Sgt. Jeff
Adam said. "That means you are essentially burning an undercover officer and an undercover car.
Sure, a prostitution bust is exciting (but) ... it's not always worth
the effort."
Many prostitutes flock to motels
in Des Plaines and other suburbs
because of the proximity to O'Hare
International Airport and major expressways, police said. Compared
with Chicago, the suburbs offer
less-expensive motel rooms - and
smaller police departments.
It's impossible, authorities say, to
calculate how many prostitutes are
working in the area, but they estimate there are hundreds.
Records show they are both local
and from out-of-state, with driver's
licenses listing residences in Texas,
Las Vegas, Virginia, New York,
Minnesota and Michigan.
Several members of the Cook
County sheriff's vice unit are assigned to prostitution cases, with
officers regularly scanning
the
Internet,
Spokeswoman
Penny
Mateck said.
Arrest records from several
Chicago-area suburban police de-

partments show that nearly all of ing everything from cars to concert
tickets.
the alleged prostitutes advertised
There's also a section for "erotic
on the Internet. And, with some
exceptions, most worked out of services," where messages and racy
pictures are routinely posted alongmodest motels.
side offers of sex.
Robyn Few, founder of the San
To appear legal, the prostiFrancisco-based
Sex
Workers
tutes request donations in return
Outreach
Project, said suburfor services.
'
ban prostitution
rings are run
"At this moment there are 55 peoin ways similar to any small
ple alone selling sex in Des Plaines
independent business.
on Craigslist," Hicks said recently.
"The Internet gave women and
Jim Buckmaster, chiefexecumen a tool to become their own
tive officer of Craigslist, said the
boss," she said. "I look at prostitutes
as entrepreneurs.
People go into ' erotic services were added to the
Web site at the request of users as
business for themselves."
a placefor legal escort services and
Many prostitutes tour the country, staying in a motel in or near a massage parlors.
The users bear the burden of.recity for one to two weeks at a time,
porting inappropriate or illegal ads
Fewsaid.
Others work out of their homes or to site operators, he said.
"Experts will tell you that it is offorregionalsexservicesthatusecomten very difficult to know by reading
puters to advertise, land clients and
a given ad whether the service bemake appointments.
ing advertised is legal," Buckmaster
"They have elaborate screening
wrote in an e-mail.
systems where they can virtually
He said Craigslist can't monitor
keep police out," Few said.
each of the more than 10 million
"You need references, a number.
listings posted every month.
The smart girls aren't getting bust"We do not want illegal prostied."
tution on Craigslist and are more
One popular Web site within the
sex trade, police say, is Craigslist - a than willing .to assist law enforcement in their efforts to curtail it,"
top online marketplace that allows
Buckmaster wrote.
'
users to list items for sale, includ-

Turning up the heat on recycled fuel
has been serving up ButterBurgers
and frozen custard for five years
in this town just across the
Illinois line. '
Those clever guys who run their
"We have to find a way to becars on fuel made from old Frenchcome less dependent on foreign
fry oil are out of luck if they try to
oil, and if we all do our part it can
gas up at Ed Rich's restaurant.
He's come up with his own way make a difference."
, Several alternative-energy
exofturning grease into gold.
perts said that although they had
Last month, in an experiment
some experts believe could be- . never heard of a similar system,
Rich's idea catches the wave of income an industry standard, Rich
terest in alternative fuels sparked
began heating the hot water at his
by the sharp ,riSe in energy costs
Culver's franchise with a boiler
in the last couple of years.
that burns vegetable oil no longer
"This is a really nice idea; and in
good for giving a golden crunchiterms of what is called 'industrial
ness to fries, onion rings and
ecology,' it's taking what would
chicken tenders.
otherwise be a low-quality waste
"My mother is from Germany,
product andconvertingittopro':'
soI'veseen
how they recycle in
Harvey Sachs"
Eur~pe,and I think we need to, do ' ductiv,e u~e"said
>~more ofthathere,~ said Rich; :who, ~iree::tor of the Buil~ingsPrograIll,

BY DAN GIBBARD
Chicago Tribune

Employee Amy Rogers, 22, operates the frying vats, which are used for french fries,'
onion rings, fisli and chicken at the Culver's franchise in Pleasant Prairie, Wise.
Ed Rich (in background), co-owner of the franchise, came up with the idea for burning
old fry oil to heat the hot water in his restaurant.
'
,

~
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Recycled Fuel
[from page 12]
for the American
Council
for
an Energy-Efficient
Economy, a
Washington-based
think
tank.
"For him to do this is cool."
Rich gotthe idea for the system
after reading about people who
run their cars on biodiesel made
from fryer oil.
He thought
about trying that
but wasn't sure if he would have
the range to get from his home
near Milwaukee to his dad's place
in La Crosse, on the other end of
the state.
"I might have a problem, unless
I run into another Culver's that
has some oil \0 spare," Rich said.
His thoughts then turned to using the oil to heat water.
He did some research,
talked to some friends and eventually hooked up with INOV8, a La
Crosse company that's been making boilers that burn waste motor
oil for more than 15 years.
"We're at a point where we can't
afford to throwaway
energy," said
Rebecca Faas, president of INOV8,

2006

" We have to find a way to become less dependent
on foreign oil, and if we all do our part
it can make a difference. "
- Eq Rich

Restaurtant Owner
which
designed
and installed
Rich's system.
"There
are
something
like
925,000 restaurants
in the U.S.
and if we could heat all their water
with renewables,
just think what
that could save."
Most restaurants
dump used oil
in drums that are carried away by
hauling services, which sell it for
use in cosmetics
or to mix with
animal feed.
Some haulers
charge
$50 a
month but others, like the one
Rich uses, do it in exchange for
the used oil.
That is beginning
to change,
said Barbara
Behling,
spokeswoman for Culver's corporate
office in Prairie du Sac, Wise.

"With the recent energy costs
skyrocketing,
we've had people
offer to pay for used oil," she said.
If
it
becomes
valuable
it could alter the equation for how
much money the oil burner saves.
Culver's,
which
runs
several corporate
cars and trucks on
biodiesel made from cooking oil,
is waiting to find out how well the
Pleasant Prairie system works before deciding whether to recommend it to all franchisees,
Behling
said.
~'-..
There is no timetable, she said,
but "if in six months it's better
than sliced bread, we'll give the
green light much faster."
Like most people, Rich has no
clue how much hot water he ac-

Web site of the week:
Cosmeo
BY ERIC

28,

GOODWIN

McClatchy-Tribune
Wouldn't it be great if you could pause, rewind
and replay parts of your teachers' lectures you
had trouble understanding?
You may not be able
do that in a classroom, but you can do it on the
homework help Web site Cosmeo (http://www.
cosmeo.com).
Created by the Discovery Channel, Cosmeo is
a powerful resource. The site contains more than
30,000 video clips, 15,000 images and 27,000 fulltext articles to help bring subjects to life. It also
includes interactive games, clip art and more.
Offering content
for kids in kindergarten'
. through teens in high school, Cosmeo appears to
have all the bases covered. The site's Curriculum
Explorer matches its content with state curricu-

lum standards.
Perhaps the most useful tool
you'll find on the site is WebMath. WebMath not
only solves complex arithmetic problems (such
as adding polynomials), but it shows you step-bystep how it came to its conclusion. It's almost like
having a personal math tutor. However, all these services don't come for free:
Cosmeo is a subscription-based
service. You can
choose between a month-by-month
fee of $12.95
or a yearly rate of $129 (currently, the site is offering reduced rates for a limited time). The site
does offer a free 30-day trial, but be advised that
you have to enter credit card information to be
eligible for it. If you don't cancel within the trial
period, the card will be charged.
If you're looking for something to supplement your school lessons, Cosmeo is definitely
worth considering.

tually uses, but based on early
results
on natural-gas
use, he
figures he can save thousands
of
dollars a year while eliminating
the hassle of storing barrels of old
grease behind the restaurant.
He has already gotten calls from
restaurant
owners
around
the
area, he said.
"It is a novel idea using biofuels to produce
heat to use
in your restaurant,
but I think
if this catches
on.: it can gain
some momentum
and become
standard
practice in the industry," said Matthew
Matenaer
of
Focus 'on Energy, a state-funded
Wisconsin
group th~t promotes
energy conservation.
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" I want everything online. All free. No fees.
I want a debit card and a low-rate Visa:'I want to know.what my credit score means-,
Oh,and while you're at it,

I could use 50 bucks! "

•

·.CS.L\.SSIFIED·S

J3SUCLUBS/
ORGANIZATIONS

j3RONCOSNEEDJOBS.
COM We need paid survey
I8kers In BoIse. 100% FREE to
Join click on surveys.

RENT IT

WORK IT

SELL IT

SAY IT

WANTED:Student who wants
country living:wlthln2 mlltes of
BSU. One bedroom, old home
In exchange for 10 hours work
per week - housecleaning,
Ironing, yard care, pet care,
etd'. Some fumlture supplied.
Car required. Cost $501 month,
security deposit required. Call
336-700

Mattress', king pillow-top mattrsss & box. Never' used. Stili
In factory wrapper. Cost $550,
sacrifice $295. (208) 9193080.
Queen orthopedic pillow-top
mattress box. New In plastic. Cost $400, sacrifice $195.
, (208) 919-3080.
Pooll8ble, 8 ft. table, 1- slate,
leather pockets, Aramlth balls,
ace. pkg. Included. New In box.
Cost $4,500, sell $1,450. (208)
362-7150.

HOMES

GREAT
HOUSE
FOR
RENT!
1 mi. to BSUI
1703 SW Olympla-4+2, laundry hook-ups, game rm, flrepl,
kit, bath & yard updates going
on now. Avail 9126 $1075. Pets
OKw/deposlt.
Call344.9225
BENCH HOME 4+ Bdnns,
2 Baths, 2 Car Garage, Fenced
Bkyd, Patio & Deck. Sewerl
Grbg Incl.AllAppliances & WI
o Hkps.$1300. Pets Neg wi
Dep. Work In Exchange for
Dep. 264-7242

.

BSU? ~

FRPM has nearly 100
rentals next to BSU.
No need for a car here I

APPOINTMENT SETTERSNEEDED
Part Time Flexible Hours
Impact Wireless is lookIng for motivated
individuals
to help set
appointments
for our
sales, team. No experience neccessary. On the
job training is provided.
(208)
939-0179
(208)
939-0179

Bedroom set, cherrywood,
solid wood construction. Sleigh
bed, 2 nlghtstands, dresser wi
mirror, tall chest, TV annolre,
dovetail drawers. Willsell all or
part. Cost $10,000, sail $2,900.
(208) 362-7150.

cw.~£
, center
_i:lRi:.·'_

CUSTOM PC'S, REPAIR
AND PARTS
RJM Computers in Boise
Idaho's largest independent PC Store, huge local stock of hard-to-find
parts and supplies, expert computer
repairs,
Internet
service,
4524
Overland Road in Boise.
(208) 472-2800

On- and off-

Checkout

. MISe

2 bedroom, and
3 bedroom DISCOUNT.

ACTORS, EXTRAS,
MODELS
Students needed for Idaho's Films, T. V., Extras,
Modeling.
Dally rates $72-$770. No
expo Not a school. 208433-9511(208)433-9511

~

Pr<qu.Ufy today at

Idaf]~fJMI!!Jj&'@@.com
bntuglil to you "y
ldollt) lIl1USj~.n4
A5soci1Jtwn

fin.""

1-866-[132-4066

STUDENTS
Ideal employment
for those needing a
flexible schedule
evening/weekends

campus Jobs
and Internships
for current and
graduaUng
students
_(:;~.Ji1I;._

Studios.

'ACROSS
4 Of richer
consumers
11 Type of sch.
14 Bandleader
Winding
15 Tobyhanna's
mountains
16 Approx.
17. Bus. Itr. abbr.
18 Dodge model
19
Miami"
20 Halt!
22 Delhi dresses
23 Colorado resort
24 First of billions
26 E. Lansing sch.
27 Having paddles
28 Sports venues
30 Make a law
32 "Picket Fences"
, star
34 Frequently,
poetically
37 Columbus sch.
38 Mathematician
Byron
39 Seller's $
equivocation
40 Can. province
41 Pas' mates
42 Fruity dessert
45 Of an arm bone
46 Itty-bitty
47 Figure out
50 Natl. network
52 Floating ride
53 Bird's crop
54 Bread bit
56 Arp's art
58 Shortened bk.
59 Knitted shoes
61 Taxi .
62 Bridge action
63 Le Guin and
Andress
64 Needle hole
65 Religious figs.
66 Boastful people
67 Hrs. of summer
II

Dining set, cherrywood, 63hutch & Buffet, 78- table w/2
leaves, 6 curved back chairs.
Dovetail drawers. Side server
also available. Cost $9,000,
sell $2,800 finn. (208) 3627150.

I bedroom,

.Crossword
1 Mil. branch

GYMNASTICS
INSTR.
TEAM COACH 1 or 2
part time positions, MomIngs & after school. experience necessery, wage DOE,
send resume via Intemet to
jlm@gemstategymnastlcs.com
or at 5420 W State St, Boise

ELECTRONICS

Attcndinu

WORK IT
MODELS

PART-TIME

HOME/FURNI1URE

Classified ads may be placed three ways: email: c1asslfieds
@arblteronllne,eom,
phone: 345-8204 ext. 100, or stop by
the 'offleeat 1605 University Drive. (across from the SUB) •

Paid training
Design your own
schedule

WORK WITH YOUR
FRIENDS!
Call for information

658-4888
MISC.

ROLLING
STONES
TICKETS ID Center Nov 14Sec A11 Row M -$300 each or
$1300 for 5john@cyclold.org or 467-4204

DOWN
1 Hawaiian
guitars, briefly
2 Island off
Pensacola
3 National Historic
Site in Kansas

f~~VV/
New Construction
First Time Home Buyers
Relocation
Investment Properties

Jessica Hunt
Real Estate
ProfessIonal
www.jessia1hunt.com
008.411.1677
F 108.433.4S87
jhunf@hollond,ea/tyJnfo

All rights reserved.

4 FedEx rival

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
23
25

27
28

29
31

33
34
35
36

Planters
Get lost!
More vulgar
Promanagement
Groza and Brock
Snaky shape
Episcopal cleric
Actor Davis
Youngster
Kitchen utensils
Dyeing container
Like an easy
shot
Supreme Court
opening month
Small bit
Car type
Ready for the
pitch
Stumbled upon
Like some
sandwiches
Saintly
celebrations
Word with sum
or up

Interested in working for one
of the "100 Best Companies"?

43
44
45
47
48
49
51

Strawberry tree
Enjoy a book
T-X connection
Wound covers
Planet's path
Covers with fat
Funt's request

Ifyou enjoyworkingin a positiveenvironmentand providing
exceptionalcustomer service, attend our Job Fair:

September 30, 2006
9am -1pm
8300 W Emerald Street
Boise, III 83704
(208) 322-1141

.COMICS

Waara proudto be an EqualOpportunityEmployer.

b

BOISE STATE'S INDEPENDENT

STUDENT NEWSPAPER'TIt/ll

CAROL, HOTNE5S 15
IlIN II"\POR TIlINT SKILL.
IT'S LIKE III 5UPER
powm.

.
:.:':....

\

'

FROI"\ NOW ON. HOW
I"\UCH IlIRE YOU CHIlIRG:""
ING U5 FOR pRINTm
CIlIR TRIDGE5?

..

.. ":':"

anybody about it.

BY LINDA C. BLACK
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES

(09-28-06)
Follow a hunch to find that illusive satisfaction you've been
seeking. Don't worry about the
money, it'll be easy to get. Focus
on the art, and don't be rigid
about the outcome.

To get the advantage, check
the day's rating: 10 is the
easiest day, 0 the most chaI.Ienging.

Cancer
(June 22-July 22)
Today is a 5 - You have an opportunity now to greatly enhance your reserves. Stash away
as much as you can. As you well
know, more is better.

j

i

5HE'5 HOT? WHERE
15 HER CUBICLE? I"\IlI YBE
I 5HOULD BRING HER
150I"\E COFFEE. .
.~

---------

_......

THE NEW EI"\PLOYEE
AT WOR.K IS HOT, IlIND
5HE'S GETTING
SPECIAL
TREATMENT.
HOW CAN
.; I GET P.1DOF HER.r

DO YOU I"\IND
BREWING /liN EXTRIll
POT? I DON'T KNOW
HOW BIG HER I"\UG IS.

(March 21~AprilI9)
Today is an8 - You don't have
to do everything, although you
think you can. Share the load
and have more fun. Be a team
player.

Taurus
(April2O-May2O)
Today is a S ~Follow through on
a promise you made to yourself.
Ifyou can't think of one, make
one now. It won't be a burden;
it'll be an inspiration.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec_ 21)
Today is an 8 - You exude trustworthiness, and that's partially
why people often ask you to intervene and help them to decide.
Tell them the truth, not what
they want to hear. It's your duty.

Leo
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 - There's no point
in sitting around feeling sorry for
yourself, Get busy and figure out
a way to get back into the game.

Aries·

•

new look

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday

I

Mrs. Dithers of
"Blondie"
Yogi or Smokey
Aid in wrongdoing
59 Pester
60 Draft org.

Sales Specialists
Cashier Specialists
Bike/Ski Technicians

HOIIAtlP

THill T NEW EI"\PLOYEE
15 GETTING 5PECIIlIL
TRE/lITI"\ENT
JU5T
BECAU5E 5HE'5 HOT.
IT'5 UNFIlIIR,

54
.
55
57

REIis the leading retailer and onlinemerchant of quality
outdoorgear and apparel. The Boise store is accepting
appiicationsfor the followingpart-time positions:

( • ;::.., ;" ..'« ..:~ ). .."

DID YOU HIRE ELLEN
JU5T BECAU5E SHE'5
HOT?

Solutions

~
~ iter niln e.com

new year .. _
1,2 & 3 BRincludes all
appliances plus WID
Large pool and spa,
24 Hour Fitness Center
Tanning beds and
much more!
'
Ask about our terrific'
move-In specials .
Call today
,

9/28/08

© 2006 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

Virgo
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 5 - Figure out what
. you really want, and get rid of a
lot of the rest. Be practical, but
allow yourself a fe~ luxuries, too.

libra
(Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Todayis a 7 - You have a couple
of good ideas, but don't go
bounding oft There's more
planning to be done, if yoti don't
wantto race right off a cliff. And
evenmor~ ifyou·do.

Gemlni
(May 21·JlIJle 21)
Toqayis an8 - Ifyou're smart,
Scorpio
.
andyou are, you're notln this '
(Oct:- 23·Nov. 21)
alone.Ytluhaveat]e~torie
;. Today.fS a 5 - You don't have
.',"strongasslstant!Get
tI.tatperson·
... todoWitlunlt for long, you can
, t0ta.k£!0~rso~e
o(tnemaikY';'
~:(;ori,.l~uJ>~;im0ther·.
agemimtdiltiesr
..'
".
>'soui'teofreyenue.
Don~ttelk
., --~.. - -". - -",- " ,- "X
::'-::~:;-~_
,-.J

Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 5 _ Pick each step
carefully, as you climb up to the
top. Even an impossible dream is
achievable, this way. Keepyour
objective in mind.

Aquarius
(Jan- 2O·Feb.18)
Today is a 7- The reason people
like to do things for you is obvious. You're alWays available
to them when they need assistance.What goes around comes
around.'
'

Pisces

f.'"

(Fe~_ 19-Mari:h 20) .
. Todaylsa6,,-lf;idirstyou~on't
suceeed,'don tum around and
give up. Ask agaJrt, and again •.
andagaiJi.,~fually,you'll.
.
wear them d~. ,.,

,

eM

:

,;!,

'-'i'·-'.

j, (1i.~~
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First look at Utah ••

Utes' defense looks to stop Boise State
weeks. Ratliff has also run for 117
yards this season and sophomore
Darrell Mack (6-0, 216) has carried
for 107.

Receivers -

BY KYE JOHNSON
Assistant

Sports Editor

The Utah Utes have. outscored
their opponents
131-14 during their
short three-game
winning
streak
this season.
After a season opening loss to
University of California, Los Angeles,
the Utes have been on a roll with big
wins over Northern Arizona, Utah
State and San Diego Stale last week.
Utah's prosperity lies in the hands of
their offense, which ranked 12th in
the country and first in the Mountain
West Conference last season.
This year, Utah is averaging over
35 points per contest and nearly 390
offensive yards per game.

Quarterback

-

Senior Brett Ratliff (6-4, 224) has
been very efficient so far this season for the Utes' offense. Ratliff has
thrown for exactly 800 yards in four
games, with eight touchdowns
and
only one interception.
He's completed 60 of his 110 pass
attempts so far in 2006, including
an 18-26 performance
against Utah

State. Ratliff has a five and one record as a starter for the Utes.

Runningbacks Through
four games, Utah has
four players on the roster who have
run for over 100 total yards. They
average 169..5 yards per game on the
ground and use a committee of running backs. Leading the group is senior Darryl Poston (5-11, 197). Poston
has suffered through a career full of
. injuries that started during his original playing days at the University of
Southern California.
After transferring
to Utah, Poston
has finally worked himself into the
starting
role, despite
sustaining
more injuries and serving as a backup initially. He is averaging 4.5 yards
per carry right now, with 154 yards
and two touchdowns.
Although he
has been the main ball carrier, he is
far from the only runningback
Utah
features. Junior Mike Liti (5-10, 215)
has a stellar average thus far in 2006
with 6.9 yards per carry.
He also' has a touchdown and the
longest run on the team of 45 yards,
but hasn't played in the last two

The Utes graduated their top two
receivers from last year's corps but
still have favorable targets spread
across the fieldjhis year.
The losses of Travis LaTendresse
and John Madsen left the incomers
with big shoes to fill. LaTendresse
had 55 catches for 810 yards and
eight touchdowns last season, while
Madsen grabbed 55 passes for 672
yards and sixtouchdowns,
The leader so far has been Derrick
Richards (5-11, 175). Richards, a junior from American Fork, Utah, has
pulled in 19 catches, three of which
resulted in touchdowns
for a total
of 235 yards; all of which are team
highs.
Richards has been the primary
target, but Ratliff has also looked
for sophomores
Brent Casteel and
Marquis Wilson. Wilson is averaging over 15 yards per catch and has
a total of 221 yards on 14 grabs with
two touchdowns
in '06, including a
big game against Northern Arizona
with four catches for 72 yards and a
touchdown.
Casteel comes into the weekend
ranked third on the team in catches
with II for 159 yards and one touchdown. More impressively,
six Utes
have caught touchdown
passes in
the first four games, and they have
a great ability to spread the wealth
around to many different options.

Offensive line Three of last year's five starters
return this season for Utah, but the
main question
needed to be answered has been at center.
Junior Kyle Gunther (6-4, 302) has
started the first four games at center
and looks to be the starter for the remainder of the season.
The other newcomer on the offen.sive line is red-shirt freshman Zane
Beadles (6-4, 308) who is the new

starter at left guard.
At right guard, the Utes boast returning starter Robert Conley (6-1,
310). Conley is only a sophomore,
but may be the most talented of the
young Utah lineman.
The tackles are the two main faces
of the Utes' line - Senior Tavo Tupola
(6-4,300) and junior Jason Boone (64,300) - who both have a lot of playing experience.
Tupola was injured a few weeks
ago with a sprained
knee, which
ended his 36 game consecutive starts
streak, but he may be ready for action
this week against Boise State.

Defense Senior defensive back Eric Weddle
(6-0,200) is the poster boyofthe Utah
Utes' football team, not just their defense. The reigning Mountain West
Conference Defensive Player of the
Year leads a Utes defense that has
only allowed one touchdown in the
last three games.
"I think that guy has got the potential to single-handedly
turn a game
around himself," said Boise State
Head Coach Chris Peterson. "He's
a guy that's been on the radar for a
while and is really living up to his
headlines."

Defensive line The Ute's think their defensive line
play is a strength this year and can be
attested by their performance
over
the past three weeks. At tackle they
will use a handful of players to keep
everyone
fresh, but seniors Kelly
Talavou (6-2, 310) and Paul Soliali (64,315) will see most of the action.
Those two present a dominating
presence and are the foundation of
the Utes' defensive front. At defensive end, junior Martail Burnett (6-3,
252) will again start after coming off
of a 53 tackle season last year in his
first real action at defensive end.
On the other side Soli Lefiti (6-4,
265) continues
to make huge improvements after Winning the startingjoblastseason
.

Line~ackers-

Replacing
the Mountain
West
Conference's
leading tackler from a
year ago has been a tough job to fill
for Utah, but senior Casey Evans (60, 200) has been the go-to guy to replace some of those lost tackles.
A converted defensive back, Evans
was a second team ail-conference
player last season and has 20 tackles so far, leading the team through
four games.

Secondary Weddle has already gotten off to a
sensational
start this season. He already has three interceptions
and 16
tackles.
Most impressively,
Weddle has
returned
two of those three interceptions
for touchdowns
- both
against San Diego State and both
from 30 yards out.
But he's not the only Ute to
accomplish
that feat this year.
Cornerback
Eric Shayne (5-10, 178)
also took an interception
back for
a touchdown.
Utah has a total of eight interceptions already this year and has
returned
four of them for touchdowns. Their secondary is unquestionably the strongest part of their
defense and will continue
to be
throughout
the 2006 season.
"I knew Hawaii would be the
toughest
team we had played to
date, and 1 think that overall Utah
probably presents more challenges:'
Coach Petersen said.
"I think their offense, defense,
special teams overall will be our
toughest test."
Utah currently is favored by fourpoints in the Las Vegas casinos,
which is leaving a lot of people wondering if the Utah hype is for real.
"I think those guys, if we're 22
(ranked),
they're
20 right now:'
Petersen said.
"I think the spread kind of indicates
that. 1 don't get caught
up in those
types
of things,
but when
1 watch
those
guys
play and know we have to play
them at their place, that's a heck of
a challenge."
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Utah State offensive WAC updates
coordinator resigns
Courtesy Western
Athletic Conference

THE ASSOCIATED
Courtesy

PRESS

last in scoring.
The Aggies' only points this
season came when an interceptiun was returned for a touchdown' in the opener against
Wyoming.
Guy hired Santiago, the former coach at Stephen F. Austin,
last year when he began trying to
rebuild the program after replacing Mick Dennehy.
"It is a bad situation and there
really is no way to define it other
than it is a tough business and you
have to sometimes do things,"
Guy said during his weekly news
conference.
"Mike and I felt like we couldn't
go on the same way and he offered his resignation and I accepted it."
Utah State averaged 317 yards
of offense last season and scored
almost 19 _ points per game
while going 3-8, but the
production
has dropped off

Idaho Press Tribune

Utah
State
Offensive
Coordinator Mike Santiago resigned Monday, two days after
the winless Aggies failed to score
a point on offense for the fourth
consecutive game.
Both Santiago and Coach Brent
Guy said the decision for Santiago
to step down early in his second
season with the Aggies was a mutualone.
"Somebody's got to be accountable, and that was me," Santiago
told the Associated Press.
Santiago said he hadn't been
thinking about resigning, buttwo
days after a 38-0 loss at Brigham
Young he and Guy agreed there
were "philosophical differences."
Santiago declined to elaborate.
Utah State ranks last in the
country in total offense at 179.5
yards per game and is also

dramatically this fall.
The Aggies have turned the
ball over eight times, six in a 48o shutout to Utah and two more
last Saturday against BYU.
Despite the woeful offense,
the Aggies weren't expecting
Monday's news.
"It was a big shock to all of us,"
receiver Tarell Richards said. "We
wish Coach Santiago the best of
luck and hope he finds his place.
We can't really dwell on it."
Santiago thanked his players and Athletic Director Randy
Spetman for supporting him
during his short tenure at Utah
State.
Receivers Coach Greg.Stevens,
Santiago's offensive coordinator at Stephen F. Austin, will take
over as interim offensive coordinator for the Aggies.
Utah State opens the Western
Athletic
Conference
season
Saturday at home against Idaho.

Natlonal College Football Rankings
Week five Associated

Week five USA today lop 25

Press top 25

I.

Ohio State (59) 4-0

I.

Ohio State (59) 4·0

2.

Auburn

2.

USC (2) 3-0

(2)4-0

3.

USC (2) 3-0

4.

West Virginia

5.

Florida

6.
7.

Texas 3:1

8.

Louisville

9.

LSU3·1

(2) 4-0

4·0

Michigan

4·0
4-0

3.

Auburn

4.

West Virginia

5.

Florida

6.

Michigan
Texas3·1
Louisville

9.

Georgia

Georgia

4·0

10.

I.SU3·1

Virginia

Tech 4-0

II.

Virginia

12.

Notre

12.

Oregon

13.

Iowa 4-0

14.

Oregon

15.

Tennessee

4·0
4-0
Tech 4·0
3-0

13.

Iowa 4·0

14.

Notre Dame

d-I

15.

TCU3-0

3·1

16.

Oklahoma

17.

florida

3·0

Oklahoma
TCU4·0

18.

Clemson3·1

18.

Tennessee

19.

Florida

19.

Clemson3·1

20.

California

21.

Nebraska

3·1
3·1

fl
3·1

16.
17.

Stale 3-1

Stale 3-1

20.

California

21.

Nebraska

3-1
3·1
3·1

22.

Boise Slate 4-0

22.

Boise State 4-0

23.

Rutgers

4·0

23.

Rutgers

24.

Georgia

Tech 3·1

24.

Texas Tech 3·1

25.

Missouri

25.

Boston

Others

receiving

Boston

College

01-0

42, Miami

Texas A & M 20, Michigan
Arkansas

13, Washington

5, UCLA 5, Alabama

Others

votes
(FL) 37, Arizona
State 20, Penn
13, Wake Forest

State 3,1, Purdue

Slate

Alabama

17,

36, Georgia

12, \Visconsin

G/llouston

Michigan
Southern

3

receiving

34,

19, Texas Tech

Boston

College

3-1

votes

52, Arizona

State 39, Arkansas39,

17, Wake

Miss 4, Houston

2. Utah I, Nevada
Dropped

4-0

Tech 33, Miami
State

WAC versus Mountain West
The WACand Mountain West will face
each other 11 times during the regular
.season with the final four games corning
this Saturday. The WACtrails the series
this season 3-4 after Utah State's 101;sat
Brigham Younglast week.
The WAC has two home games this
week with Fresno State hosting Colorado
State and San Jose State welcoming San
Diego State. Boise State travels to Utah
and Nevada heads to UNLVin the other
two games. This is the second time in
. three weeks that the conferences have
had four matchups.

4·0

B.

II.

4·0

(FL) 29, Penn
Forest

I

20, Arizona

State 22

Dropped
Arizona

from rankings
State 18. Alabama

22

Missouri

39, Purdue

Stale 24, Texas A & M 23,

16, Washington

3, UCLA 2, Pittsburgh

from rankings
College

Non-conference schedule
Holbrook, Brennan are
TheWAC is 12-15 (.444) in non-con1-2 in the nation
ference games this season. WACteams
New Mexico State quarterback Chase
have competed against the Big Sky (2Holbrook remains at the top in the country in total offense with 390 yards per 0), Big Ten (1-1),Big 12 (0-2), Great West
(1-0), Mountain West (3-4), Pac-IO (2-6),
game.
SEC(0-2), Southland (2-0) and SWAC(1Holbrook has thrown for 1,203 yards
and nine touchdowns with just two in- 0). The WACis 0-3 versus AP top 25 opponents as Louisiana Tech lost to No. 20
terceptions in his first three games.
Nebraska on Sept. 2, Nevada lost at No.
Hawaii's Colt Brennan is second in the
25 Arizona State on Sept. 9 and Fresno
nation in total offense with 360.3 yards
per game. Brennan has thrown for 1,034 State lost to No. 20 Oregon on Sept. 9.
yards and nine touchdowns in his three
games. The two quarterbacks have led Bowl Championship Series
Since 1997, the WAChas been an oftheir teams to the top two spots in the
nation in passing offense as New Mexico . ficial part of the Bowl Championship
Series. Beginning with the 2006 season,
State is averaging 420 yards per game
the WACchampion will receive an autowhile Hawaii is averaging 369 yards per
matic berth in one of the five BCS bowl
contest.
games if ranked in the top 12 of the BCS
standings or ifranked in the top 16 and
Johnson third in nation
its ranking is higher than that ofa chamin three categories
Boise State's Ian Johnson is third in pion of a conference that has an anthe nation in rushing, scoring and all- nual automatic berth in one of the BCS
purpose yards. The sophomore is aver- bowls.
The BCS standings are determined
aging 156.5rushing yards, 164.2all-purpose yards and 13.5points per game. He by a formula involving polls and computer ran kings. This year's National
has hit the IOO-yardrushing mark in the
last three games and has scored a total of Championship Game will be played in
Phoenix on Jan. 8, 2007..
nine touchdowns in the season.

4·0

7.

10.

Dame 3·1

(2) 4-0

National polls
. Boise State moved up three spots in
both the AP and USA Today polls to
number 22. Nevada also received one
vote for 25th in the coaches'. poll. In the
Sagarin ratings, the top four ranked WAC
teams are Boise State (20th), Fresno State
(43rd), Hawaii (60th) and Nevada (70th).

programs west of the Mississippi River.
Boise State has won 49 games over the
last five years, while Fresno State has 36 .
wins and Hawaii has posted 33.
Only USC (51) has won more than
Boise State. There are 53 Division IA
programs west of the Mississippi that include all of the teams from the WAC,Big
12, Mountain West and Pac-IO and several teams from the BigTen, Conference
USA,SECand Sun Belt.

6, Wisconsin
2, South

5,

WAC trio with 140 wins
Boise State, Fres'no State and Hawaii
have combined for 118victories since the
.2002 season. That total is the sixth most
of any Division IAconference's top trio.

Carolina

Teams rack up victories
Since the 2002 football season, the
WAC'stop teams have established themselves as some of the most successful

WAC has second best four-year
bowl winning percentage
Over the last four years, the WAChas
the second best winning percentage
in bowl games of any conference in the
nation. The WAC has sent 14 teams to
postseason games since 2002 and those
teams have won 57.1 percent of those
games with an 8-6 record.
WAC teams won one of three bowl
games in 2005, two of four bowl games
in 2004, three of four in 2003 and two
of three in 2002. During this four-year
span, WACteams are 4-2 in bowl games
against teams from conferences that
have an automatic berth into the BCS.
WAC tops nation in
all-time bowl records
The WAC's nine teams have an alltime record of 29-23-2 (.556) in bowl
.games. That winning percentage is the
best among the 11 Division lA conferences based on current membership.
The ACCis second at .538, followed by
the Pac-IO (.519)and SEC(.517).
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BY KYE JOHNSON
Assistant Sports Editor
Midway through the fourth quarter of last
Saturday night's victory over Hawaii, the
Broncos ran the ball seven straight times to
Ian Johnson, including a big run on fourth and
one that kept the drive alive. On the eighth
play, however, quarterback Jared Zabransky
ran a play action pass and found his tight end,
Derek Schouman, for the second time of the
night for a big IS-yard touchdown that sealed
up the win' for Boise State;
"I didn't have to do. anything, the offen.sive line did everything,· .Sch()IJ~l1sald.
~(Zllbransky) JUSt Wa,IHlgllt H' "., "·d.
~l
I·····
_... -.-.- ...~_...
"'t

en oUscareet '
isfall,Schomnan
" . that kept him out
of the year against
. State. His abilities
Bronco offense.
. Schouman said.
Ie to play - it just
9.stick It through.
" elcome back
dI had a lot

.t

1--:""0 ------~--~-------
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Boise State plays role of
underdog this week against Utah
BY PHIL DAILEY
IDAHO PRESS-TRIBUNE
Homecoming
is generally
set
aside for fans and alumni to sit
back, relax and enjoy an easy win,
right?
Well, if the Utah Utes have it their
way, this week's homecoming
festivities will culminate with a win
not against a college football bottom-dweller, but against one of the
top ranked teams in the nation.
No. 22-ranked Boise State (4-0
overall) enters the, pivotal game
against Utah (3-1) as an underdog
for the first time this season.The
Utes are favored by four points by
most Las Vegas betting lines.
"I was kinda surprised,"
Utes
quarterback
Brent
Ratliff said
about scheduling Boise State. "We
usually pick Ii team that's gonna
be an easier team. They are one of
the best teams that we (will) have
played all year,"
The Broncos will have their
homecoming game next week when
Louisiana Tech comes to Boise - a

...

team they have beat handily the
last two times the Bulldogs have
made the long trip from Ruston,
La., to Bronco Stadium.
Last season, Utah hosted San
Diego State for its homecoming
game and lost 28-19. SDSU finished
the season with a sub-par 5-7 record.
"We've got obviously a big challenge ahead of us on Saturday," Utah
Head Coach Kyle Whittingham
said. "Boise State is ranked No. 22.
It will be a great test for our football
team to show what we're all about.
We're excited for the game. I've got
all the respect in the world for Boise
State."
Boise State Head Coach Chris
Petersen said he thinks the game
simply fell into the right time frame
for the Utes and nothing more.
"I think nowadays homecoming
is set up for the middle of the season and whatever works for the administration," he said.
The Utes' All-American
defensive back Eric Weddle said he was
a bit surprised that the Broncos are

the choice for homecoming as well.
"We usually schedule a homecoming game as an automatic win
- that's not the case this week," he
said.
The Boise State players are not
paying too much attention to it,
but realize it may be a sign of disrespect.
"We might take a little offense to
it, and we'll use it as fuel, but we're
not going to let it overcome us all
week so we don't prepare right
and go out there and get our butts
kicked," running back Ian Johnson
said.
Backup running back and wide
receiver Vinny Perretta said it's just
another hurdle to overcome with
playing on the road.
"it's challenge, every game is a
challenge," he said. "We're just going to have fun with it and we're
gonna give our best.
"We're aware that its the homecoming game, but ... we're not gonna worry about that. We are going
to go out and have fun and respect
them as a team."
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Big 12 out of its league in non-conference action
./

BY BLAIR

KERKHOFF

-

"That pretty much speaks for itself," Gundy said.
This year's 3-8 record against
teams from other BCS conferences
With the Big 12 conference race
mark the fewest victories and most
at the starting line, the runners
defeats of any BCS conference.
hardly look to be in top shape.
The list of victories: Oklahoma
The non-conference
provided
over Washington,
Missouri over
few clues about how the race might
Mississippi and Kansas over South
unfold because, well, the non-conFlorida.
ference provided
no impressive
It's the first year since 1961 that
victories for the Big 12. No clear faNebraska didn't beat an opponent
vorite stepped forward in what befrom a major conference, and one
came an embarrassing
September
of the few years the Corn huskers
for the league.
played
only
one
- Southern
Zero triumphs
in nine tries
California.
against
ranked
teams
in the
"I wouldn't get my shorts in a
Assot;iated Press poll. Three wins
bunch over that," Iowa State Coach
in 11 attempts against teams from
Dan McCarney said. "There's so
other major conferences.
The remuch football left to be played.
cord against ranked. teams is an
When the season is over, everybody
all-time league worst, and the five
associated with the Big 12 will hold'
other BCS conferences
posted a
their heads high."
better record than the Big 12 in
There have always been a few of
those games.
these. Missouri had made a habit of
No matter said Big 12 coaches,
losing a head-shaker in September.
sporting a stiff upper lip Monday.
The problem this year is no good
"What's the number of Big 12
schools that have played for the na- , victories to offset the bad.
The worst came from Colorado,
tional championship?'
Oklahoma
which stunned
the nation with
State coach Mike Gundy said.
its opening game loss to Montana
That would be five in the last
State (a Division I-AA program)
six years with bookend titles for
that followed the victory with lossOklahoma and Texas.
McClatchy

Newspapers

es to Chadron State, Cal-Davis and
Eastern Washington.
Colorado
came
this
close
Saturday to achieving the greatest
turnaround
over a month in college football history,
The Buffaloes led Georgia until inside of the final minute' and
lost by one point. Should we look
at Colorado's program differently
now? Coach Dan Hawkins doesn't
care.
"I don't spend much time wondering what the perception
is,'
Hawkins said.
The preseason picks to play in
the title game were Nebraska in the
North and Oklahoma in the South,
but the Sooners were selected before quarterback Rhett Bomar was
kicked off the team.
The South, as usual, figures to
come down to Oklahoma-Texas on
Oct. 7 with Saturday's Texas TechTexas A&M winner emerging as
the top challenger.
For the last two years the North
hasn't been decided until the final
play of the season.
Three games separated first from
last in 2005 and two games in 2004.
This year may be headed toward
the same conclusion.
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Season

Career

Ouarterbacks
!aredZabransky
Taylor Tharp

Passing Yards
675 yards'
31 yards

Completions/Attempts
48-82
4-4

TD/INT
6/1
0/0

Passing Yards
6,344
302

Compleliuns/ Attempts
467-774
25-38

TDiINT
38/30

112 .

Running Backs
Ian Johnson
Brett Denton

Rushing Yards
626 yards
66 yards

Carries
87
16

Yards Per Carry
7.2 yards
4.1 yards

TD
9
0

Receiving Yards
207 yards
133 yards
89 yards

Catches
12
11
9

Yards per Catch.
17.2 yards
12.1 yards
9.9 yards.

TD
1
3
0

. Rushing Yards
1,289 yards
134 yards

Carries·
206
36

Yards Pe~ Carry.
6.3 yards
3.7 yards

TD
13
1

Catches
91
49
47

Yards per Catch
13.9 yards
13.5 vards
14.1 yards

TD
5
9
5

Wtde Receivers
Ilnsan James
Lcgedu Naanas
Jarard Rabb

Receiving Yards
1,267 yards
661 yards
661 yards

-:Defense
Korey Hall
Dennis Ellis
Marty Tadman
.Kyle Glngg

Tackles
39
21
21
. 20

Solo Tackles
18
8
12
11

Sacks
1.5
0
0
1

INT
1
0
1
0

Tackles
310
32
136
29

Solo Tackles
147
9
67
14

Sacks
9
1.5
1 .
1

INT
6
0
·7
0
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